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ment
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for
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Attorney Miller, he said the resolunow fully cognizant of all the facts
He cited several recent judicial opin- the state officials care to prosecute,
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to
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the
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ed
the magistrates that an applica- noon 'from
ferring particularly
charges.
country will be fruitful, for he will tion should
Washington to the etffect would not add what action was taken Frank and
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late
Graaf, died this morning at
versus
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Harold
ge made for the drafting that the
Dipgan
find that the popular feeling which
of the on the resolution by the "convention
committee
judiciary
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at
the Graaf home on Nao'clock
of a body of 1,500 Infantry and 1,100 U.
that Chancellor Pitney was
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had apjproved the or through whose hands the manu- indicating
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Washington,
all South American countries with cavalry
appointment of Stephen B. Davis, Jr., script had passed. The resolution Irrevocably
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Graaf
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session at 2 o'clock p.
rights as against human rights.
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Resolved, that no more bombs or
Pope of Roswell, as United States attIf caused by the manner in which
18,
ad- reports of Stephenson election inves- death of Mr. Graaf on January
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property rights to the
States, was treated in 1fln and 1904 Texas franchise tax on foreign corpor- New Mexico. This means that the while this convention is in session.
of the case promises, to was G8 years of age on January 30
sion of all others, should be much
senate undoubtedly will confirm the
in connection with the severance of
and was a native of Hanover, Gerations, the supreme court of the
pleased to have a judge on the su- hold attention through the week.
Panama, and there having been so United States today held that flaar. nomination of these two men, which
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mind
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far no equitable settlement of Colom- Scott & Company, an Indiana corpor- was made by President Taft some
Fort
Feb. 19. Shout- well developed in their interests," mittee lead had decreased m price about 40 years afo and previous to
Worth,
Texas,
bia's claims growing out of that con- ation, could not recover a tax paid time ago.
her marriage to Mr. Graaf lived with
ing that "he was insulting," Lynn said Mr. Urick, "but to the individual since steel bill passed house.
duct.
under the law because It was doing
a sister in Jacksonville, 111. She was
Boyce rushed from the reach of the who believes personal rights should
House: Met at noon.
"All good Colombians are heartily
court officials and attacked the attor- be respected, President Taft's apCOLORADO LAW INVALID.
only Interstate business and paid the
General Ainsworth appeared before married to Mr. Graaf in 1874 in Kandesirous that such a feeling there, as tax voluntarily.
Washington, Feb. 19. The Colorado ney examining Mrs. Boyce in the pointment of Mr. Pitney will be most war department expenditures commit sas City. They cam to Las Vegas
elsewhere In South America, be apstatute of 1907 levying an annua) state Sneed trial today, six men were com- disastrous at this time.
tee but hearing was postponed until 35 years ago.
peased. The sooner the better; It Is
ITALIAN FORCE LANDED.
Mrs- - Graaf is survived by two sons,
corporation ileense tax of two cents pelled to intervene before the youth
rueSflay.
never too late to do right. Colombia
Loheia, Red Sea, Feb. 19. An Ital- upon each thousand dollars capital was ejected from court.
MAPLE CASE DISMISSED.
Chemical tariff revision bill taken Jake Graaf and Joseph Graaf, and
does not ask that her contentions b? ian force of ,j00 is reitorted to have stock of foreign corporations doing
Mrs. Boyce was testifying for the
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 19. The in- up for passage,
vote not expected two grandchildren, children of Jake
accepted at her assertion. She has landed on the island of the Farsan business within the state, was today state in the trial of John Beal Sneed, dictment charging A. B. Maple, & until Friday.
Graaf. The funeral win be held. Wedsimply demanded for the last eight archipelago, oiposite the Turkish held invalid ,by the supreme court. accused of the murder of Captain A. union iron worker, with conspiracy to
re
trust
investigation
money
Pujo
nesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from
years that her claims be arbitrated o province of Yemen and about 80 miles It was charged that the law laid a (5. Boyce, and was being
destroy the county hall of records solution, after having been called up the home on National avenue. Interthat, whatever the result of that ir to the north of this port.
burden on interstate commerce.
with dynamite, was dismissed today was withdrawn on point of order.
ment will be In the Jewish cemetery;
by the defendant's attorneys.
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WEEK
PROMOTER
OF JOHNSON-FLYNBOUT TO RETURN TO SIGN
FINAL AGREEMENT.

Jack Johnson and Jimmie Flynn
late Saturday evenmg posted their
forfeits of $10,000 each, guaranteeing
their appearance in the ring on July
4 for the heavyweight championship
of the world. Promoter Jack Curley
announced at that time that he would
not select the meeting place of the
giant mitt artists until May 1. Charles
O'Malley has received a telegram
from Curley stating that he would be
hre early this week to make final
preparations for staging the bout
here. Privately Curley has made it
known that the big bout would occur
here, assuring the local promoters
that he favors this place above all
bidders. Publicly he has made no
announcements.
While here Curley
will make arrangements for the building of the giant arena. This likely
will be located either at Gallinas park
or Amusement park.
In reply to the resolutions passed
by tlio congregation last Sunday, and
sent to Governor W. C. McDonald as
a protest against staging the
match here, the First
Methodist church yesterday received
a letter from the governor, which was
read at the morning worship hour.
The governor thanked the congrega
tion tor the expression of opinion and
endel his letter, which was quite
brief, with the statement:
"It seems to me that we should be
Of one opinion in this matter."
This would seem to Indicate that
the governor will not take arbitrary
action but will exercise his function
of enforcing such laws as are on the
statute books. This Is in keeping
with his recent statement to the effect that he will request the passage
of legislation on the subject of fistic
encounters but will not attempt to enforce laws which do not exist
The Chicago Post of Saturday had
the following article concerning the
Johnson-Flyn- n
bout, which shows that
Las Vegas Is already getting wide

VEQA8

DAILY

OPYIC, MONDAY. FEBRUARY

publicity in connection with her bid battle. It is ppasible that he may do AUSTRALIANS AT THE CAPITAL.
so later in the afternoon, althougfl
for the affair:
Washington, Feb. 19 Forty Austrathere was no Intention to make the lian ooys, sent o this country oy lie
Anhfrm'sn government on an jJ
place public at this time.
READ ALL ABOUT LAS
tow arrived here todav i.nd
VEGAS: IT IS ABOUT
MOST SEVERE COLD
were token in charge by a speci.il
TO BE FAMOUS.
18 EASILY BROKEN committee of the chamber of comFor the information of fight
merce, which has arranged extensive
fans here are some facts on
Las Vegas:
Surely Cures a Cold and Ends Grippe plans for the entertainment of the
and Mrs.
youngsters. Ambassador
It is in New Mexico and is
Misery in a Few Hours.
the county seat of San Miguel.
Bryce will entertain the visitors durIt is on the Santa Fe railroad
Pape's Cold Compound is the result ing the three days ot their sojourn
of three years' research at a cost ot in the national capital and arrange
and a branch of the Pecos
more than fifty thousand dollars, and ments for their reception at the White
river.
contains no quinine, which we hae House by President Taft have been
It is 83 miles east of Santa
Fe.
conclusively demonstrated is not ef- made. On Wednesday afternoon the
Its population Is estimated at
fective in the treatment cf colds or boys, many of whom are clever musicians, while others are singers, actors
8,000.
grippe.
It is near a famous health re- It is a positive fact that a lose of or acrobats, will give a matinee enof the Columbia theater.
sort and is supposed to be a
Pape's Cold Compound, taken every tertainment
have been made to
two hours until three consecutive Arrangements
healthy place for pugilists.
school
children of Washingthe
give
It Is 6,765 feet above sea
doses are taken, will end the grippe
level.
and break up the most severe cold, ton an opportunity to attend the
The walking In that country
either in the head, chest, back stomis very bad.
ach, limbs or any part of the body.
LAS VEGAS PEOPLE
It promptly relieves the most misSHOULD TRY THIS
Las Vegas, N. M., will be the site erable headache, dullness, head and
Cross
The
Red
Drug Co. states that
of the Johnson-Flynfight next sum- nose stuffed up, feverishne??, sneezwho has constipation, sour
mer. No date has been chosen yet, ing, sore throat, running of the nose, any one
stomach or gas on the stomach, should
but tlie battle between the champion mucous,
catarrhal discharges, soretry
simple buckthorn bark, glycerine,
of the world and the jrueblo fireman ness;
and
stiffness
rheumatic etc., as compounded
in Adler-i-kprobably will take place on July 4.
twinges.
new
German
the
remedy.
appendicitis
This information comes to me trora
Take this harmless Compound as A SINGLE
POSE brings relief almost
Las Vegas. It was not the plan of Cur- directed, with the knowledge that
INSTANTLY and Las Vegas' people
ley and others interested in promot- there is no other medicine made anyare surprised how QUICKLY it helps.
to
the
battle
the
selection
make
ing
where else in the world, whteh will
of the place for the fight known at cure your cold or end grippe misery This Simple remedy antlseptlcizes the
digestive organs and draws off the
this time.
as promptly and without any other
The Red Cross Drug Co.
Impurities.
Charles O'Malley of Las Vegas Is assistance or had
as a
the
as
famous
to
made
be
by
likely
package of Pape's Cold ComWE WANT YCHJR TRADE
fight as his namesake was by Charles pound, which any druggist in l ho
Why? Because we maintain the
Lever. He is the man who will be the world can
supply.
most cleanly and sanitary conditions
"Tex" Rickard of the affair.
The Ideal Sanitary Dairy is equipped
the
to
in
wire
the
live
According
KANSAS MASONS AT TOPEK..
with the most modern appliances for
New Mexican town who sent me this
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 19. More than handling milk. It leads in the dairy
have
and
O'Malley
information, Curley
1,500 Masons from all parts of the
settled all the details in regard to the state of Kansas are gathered here to business of Las Vegas. The milk is
handled by experts and is kept free
fight. The former will leave Chicago attend the annual communication of
for Las Vegas next week to conclude the Kansas Grand lodge, the convo- from contamination. If you wish pure
the arrangements and male the final cation of the Grand Chapter and the milk telephone Main 312. T. A. Akers,
settlement In regard to the money in- assembly of the Grand Council, which manager.
volved.
will be In session here during the
Las Vegas Is on the Santa Fe rail- four days beginning with today. This
IT IS NOT STRANGE
road and Is well situated, to the fight is the first time since 1907 that the
It is not strange that so many peopromoters believe, to draw an enorm- same bodies hold their gatherings in ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
ous crowd of followers of pugilism to Topeka. The local Masons have ar- restaurant on Center street. The bill
a ring pitched there. To be sure, ranged for an elaborate program of of fare Is generous and the price Is
there are not the hotel accommoda entertainment for the distinguished cheap, 25 cents for regular meals
tions for a big crowo, but with plenty visitors.
Many people wonder how it is posof time to prepare for visitors the
sible to .serve such e ce'lent meals so
town should be able to handle a fight
PILLS cheaply.
crowd every bit as well as Reno CHICHESTER
BRAND.
AH
son fight
handled the Jeffries-JohLadle! AfL your Urvmgtnt for i
PILES CURED IN-TO 14 DAYS
fi rand
ifiamona
1M1U in Rod and Uotd metalllcS
spectators on short notice.
Your druggist will refund money if
noxes, scaled witn Hlue Klbbon.
iiKe no oiner. nuv or Tour
Early today Promoter Curley did
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
DniMlftt. AskforCiri.CIIX&.TEBS'
DIAMOND ItRAND FILLS, for tt&
not 6are to confirm the report that
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
yean, known as Best, Safast, Always Reliable
Las Vegas will be the site for the
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. fin
n

a,
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ART SALE OPENED.
New York, Feb. 19. Art lovers and
connoisseurs thronged the ball room
of the Plaza hotel today at the open
lng of the exhibition and sale of the
paintings, art works of gold, silver,

and other' metals enamels, ceramics,,
textiles, embroideries, laces, carvings,
etc., belonging to the estate of the
late Mrs. Mary Adelaide iferkes. The
sale will last three flays and is attracting unusual Interest among col- lectors. Particularly interesting is th
list of paintings, which includes works
by some of the most famous masters
of all periods. The collection was
formed by Mr. Yerkes, the noted pro-moter and street railway magnate of
Chicago, London and other cities, w
died a few years ago. The sale, which
was ordered by the executors of the
estate of Mrs. Yerkes will be conducted by the American Art association of
this city.
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
Is not for those suffering from kidney aliments and irregularities. The
prompt use of-- Foley Kidney Pills will
dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
kidneys, restore normal action, and
with It health and strength. Mrs. M.
F. Spalsbury, overling. 111., says: "I
suffered great pain In my back and
kidneys, could not sleep at night, and
could not raise my hands over my
head. But two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

after-effect-
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GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric sign ai
your place of business you will hav
done something for yourself as wel
as your city, tor an electric sign is th
modern great white way of advert!?
lng. Keeps your name constantly be
fore the eye of the purchasing pub
Ue and helps to make Las Vegas lool
like a wideawake city. Las Vega
Light and Power company.

Our Annual
1

FEBRUARY SHOE SALE
j

Closes February 24
About 250 pairs of Womens high Shoes, con.
odds and ends from
listing of broken lines and Black Velvets, Pathe Winter Season, including
tent Leather with Velvet Tops, Patent Turns,
Vici Kid and Tans, in lace or button,

Worth $3.50 to $5.00 a Pair
SPECIAL FOR MIR FEBRUARY SHOE SALE

$2.25

i

Are arriving daily in every department. We'll be
glad to show you the new merchandise at any
time, whether you wish to buy or not.

MOMnwnldfe
ESTABLISHED 1662

YOUR SIDEBOARD

1

tip

8TOCK

matter concerning which

you

should give careful attention. We carry the famous Sherwood Rye whiskey,
properly sged and beat suited for
family use. We also carry a splendid
line of wines and champagnes. Family trade accorded our special attention.
Goods delivered. The Opera
Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.

M
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PAIR

NEW GOODS
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FOLEY'S
HONEY Me TAR
COMPOUND

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine forCOUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
and STUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
If you want to get the want you and reliable. The Bee Hive on the
want to get, you want to get your carton is the mark of the
genuine.
want In a want getter. The Optic Refuse sustitutes.
wants you to get the want you want
O. G. SCHAEFER
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see
Red Cross Drug Co.

BE ITER

BIGGER

THAN ANY YET
Midwinter Masked Carnival Ball
Fshruary 22, Duncan Opera House
Continuous Music By a Full Orchestra

Fun and Frolic for Everybody
We Watched For You For 30

XXX
Yers

Something Doing Every Minute.
And Want You all With is at Our

BENEFIT DANCE

E Romero Hose and Fire Co.

LAS VEGAS
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stock subscribed by each is as follows:
C. Herbert Diamond, Gallup, ODD WEATHER DEVICES
OFFICIAL NEWS FROM
20,000 shares; Henry L. Musser, Los
THE STATE CAPITAL.
Angeles, 10,000 .shares; Edwbrd C.
2u,000
Meyer, Los Angeles,
shares; NATURE FURNISHES MANY SIMWalter Slater, .Los Angeles, 10,000
PLE BUT INTERESTING ONES.
Santa Fe, N.
shares; "William L. Kuehn, $5,000. The
W
A
state board of education, of
office of the company la at Gallup
which
Governor McDonald is the
under the charge of C. Herbert Dia- Swiss Weather-Housa Common Toy,
president,
mond.
will be appointed within the
Chameleon
Quite Trustworthy
"
next few days, according to a state
Educational Matters.
Barometer a Curiosity Simple
ment made by the governor.
H. B. Piers, supervisor of Indian edTest
for
At a
Humidity.
conference at which Attorney General
ucation, asked State Superintendent
W- One of the oldest and simplest
Alvan N. White, for the cooperation
Clancy and State Superintend
ent Alvan N. White were
of the state with the government in ways of telling whether the air Is dry
II
present.
was decided that under the
the education of the Pueblo Indians. or moist Is to suspend a piece of
constitu
tion this would be
mind.
It is Mr. Piers' plan to make the seaweed out of doors, or even in an
necessary and.
where there is no artificial
children
that in reality, the present board wiis
of the pueblos subject to the apartment
Homestead Entries.
heat. The weed Is crisp and dry at
not a qualified body.
The following homestead entries same educational laws and give them the approach of fine weather, while
When asked if all the board would were recorded in the local land office: the same advantages as the other chil- It is flabby and moist when rain is
be asked to resign the governor said Edward E. Dasher, Penaieton; JoBe C. dren of the state, as the Pueblo In- likely.
A common toy, the Swiss weather-housthat in his opinion this would not
Pacheo, Villamieva; Nathan H. Thom. dians have always been citizens of
is really quite trustworthy in
It is probable that the Palma; Jose Y. Sena, Variadero; M. New Mexico this can be done, he
The
The desirability of raising Its forecasts, says the Strand.
same board will be appointed and tn aid: John M. Holland, Melrose, Curry thinks.
of course, emerges from the
vacancies now existing filled. Undei dilla, Puerto de Luna; Florentino Du- - the age limit for compulsory educa- woman,
little house in fine weather, while the
the constitution the board consists
ran, Villamieva; Panto Baca, Villa tion from 14 to 16 years was also dis- man comes out when wet conditions
seven members, including the gov
nueva; Thomas P. Thurston, Aztec. cussed and a recommendation to tue are to be expected.
effect will be presented to the legislaor, superintendent of public instrue
In a medium state of the atmoNotaries Public Appointed.
ture.
one
tion,
sphere both figures stand just inside
county superintendent, one
The following were commissioned
The county Institutes of Rio Arriba the house. The movements are due
head of a state educational institution notaries
public by Governor
will be held first at Velarde to the twisting of a cord of catgut, a
county
and one other of three remainin'r
of Gallup, MrKinley county,
members of the board to be a pro- county; Fred A. Lowe, Mogollon, So- during the month of June, and the sec- substance which Is highly sensitive
to changes In the humidity of the air.
ond at Tlerra Amarilla during July.
fessional educator.
corro county; Frank Herron, Las
Two very singular weather devices
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Las Ve
Postal Matters.
Cruces, Dona Ana county; Joseph M.
are those In which a frog and a leech
N- - White, Santa Fe; City
Alvan
gas;
Leonard R. Packard has been ap- Chase, Dayton, Eddy county; Felipe
are employed. In the former case a
pointed postmaster at Domingo, San- Sanchez y Baca. Santa Rosa, Guada- Superintendent John Milne, Albuquer- glass Jam-ja- r
is filled to about
doval county, vice J. A. McAuliffe, re- lupe county: Alfred Ruiz, McKinley que; City Superintendent M. H
of its capacity with water. A
will
attend the session little wooden ladder Is constructed,
Roswell,
signed.
county.
of the superintendents' department of and this is placed inside the jar.
Charter Amended.
Penitentiary Inventory.
A frog will live quite happily in
the National Educational association
Warden J. B. McManus is still busy
A certificate of amendment to the
with his predecessor, Cleofes Romero, articles of incorporation of the Hank to be held at St. Louis on February such a position for a few weeks, and
it will be found that In fine weather
taking an inventory of all the property of Dawson, changing the character of
the creature will climb out up to the
of the penitentiary.
its business from a bank of deposit HOME STATE TO INDORSE CLARK top of the ladder. In stormy weather,
McDonald Invited.
and discount to a savings bank, was
Joplin, Mo., Fab. 19. Many dele- however, the frog prefers to remain
G. K. Warren Post No. 5, G- A. R. of filed with the
corporation commis- gates and visitors arc arriving in this under the water.
Even more reliable
as weather
Albuquerque, has invited Governor sion. The Dawson banking concern city for tomorrow's democratic state
McDonald and State Treasurer O. N. also filed a certificate of acceptance
prophets are leeches. A single leech
of
whicn
be
the
will
first
convention,
Is placed in a broad glass bottle with
Matron to make an address at the
of Sec. 12, Art. H or the Constitu- the state conventions to select delea piece of perforated bladder or leathcelebration on next tion of New Mexico, which certificate
gates to the national convention at er over the mouth. On the approach
was sitrned by George Notiran and F. Baltimore.
Monday evening.
The general expectation of fine or frosty weather the leech reHicks Files His Bond.
T. Bulmer, president and secretary re- is that
Speaker
Champ Clark will be mains almost motionless, curled up at
' John H. Hicks of Santa Rosa. Gua- spectively of the corporation.
unanimously indorsed by the conven- the bottom. When rain or wind Is
dalupe county, filed his bond of
Incorporation.
tion for the presidential nomination. coming the creature rises to the sur.
with Antonio Lucero. He is the
face, while a coming thunderstorm will
The Los Angeles-SeveLakes Oil
newly appointed member of the Cattle cussed and a recommendation to that MANY DOGS TO BE DISPLAYED. cause it to be much agitated; at times
New York, Feb. 19. An aggregate the leech will even leave the water
Sanitary board succeeding Governor filed papers of incorporation with the
so sensitive is the animal
McDonald on the board.
A cer- entry of 3,300 representing over 2,200 altogether,
state corporation commission.
to an electrical disturbance.
Fraud.
Another Insurance.
tificate of
of stockhoid dogs has been booked for the thirty-sixtThe chameleon barometer is a curiThe Insurance department was no- ers was also filed. The company will
annual bench show of the West- osity which has puzzled many people,
Z.
had
O.
he
tified by
conduct a general oil business. The minster Kennel club, which will be but Its construction is really very
Finley that,
sworn out a warrant for the arrest of capita! stok of the company amount s opened to the public tomorrow in the simple. The animal changes color acan insurance agent whom he accuse-- to $500,000 divided into 500,000 shares new Grand Central palace. One of cording to the weather, being pink in
of obtaining money under false pre worth $1 each at par; $65,000 of the the most remarkable features this damp conditions, purple in a variable
tenses.
stock has actually been subscribed. year is the large number of entries state, and bright blue when the air is
Rate
The incorporators and stockholders, received from the Pacific coast and dry.
Conference.
Welstern
A cardboard mount is
prepared,
The 'members of the New Mexico their addresses and the amount of Canada.
and this may be lettered in sections,
Fair Storm and Change. The chameleon Is sketched out on blotting-papeand then Immersed in a solution of
chloride of sodium and gum arable.
Any chemist will make up the mixture.
A more beautiful chemist hygro-scop- e
is formed of a flower made of
which has been
II white blotting-pape- r
Imnaiwi.la the cobalt mixture. The
blossoms show many varying shades,
from bright pink to sky blue, with the
changes In the degree of dampness In
the atmosphere.
A somewhat curious etorm-glas- s
was Introduced by the late Admiral
Fltzroy. This is formed of a glass
tube, stoppered, but with a small holo
through the cork. Into the tube has
been poured a mixture of camphor,
nitre, sal ammoniac, alcohol and waVehicle.
ter. The changes in the state of the
Service Measures the Worth of Any Motor-Drive- n
atmosphere are Indicated by tie profor You
MAXWELL
the
Glidden Tour
duction of feathery growths, these exIts Record in
automobile.
Four
tending upward at the approach of a
as
the
reliable
touring
Maxwell proved decisively In the Glidden Tour Its
e
run o ver i he hardest roaus in me
storm and retreating to the lower part
100 per cent efficiency at all times throughout the
on
car
,uis
urea,
the
score
team
easiest
was
the
Maxwell
only perfect
l nl'ted States winning all trophies offered.
of the tube in quiet weather.
cars
known
best
64
America's
of
he victor among
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Corporation commission have received
an invitation to attend a western rate
conference called by the Iowa Public
Service commission to meet at the
Planters' Hotel, St Louis, on Tuesday, February 20.
Sentence of NIx Commuted.
President Taft has commuted the
sentence of Robert E. Nix. sentenced
at Roswell, for smuggling Chinese, to
fifteen months. Nix, who is a former
gambler had served the 15 months
but was being detained 30 days in lieu
of costs. He was at one time wealth;
and was former chief of police of El
Paso. NIx is reported to be losing nis
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SUFFRAGE

FIGHT

NEAR

CUM

S.S

London, Feb. 19.

The present week
promises to bring the woman's suffrage campaign to a critical point and
It
even within the range of possl
blllty that the question will reach U.
climax by being brought squarely before parliament.
In anticipation o
the impending submission to the
house of commons of a woman's suffrage bill the advocates of woman'r
suffrage and the opponents of woman's enfranchisement
have i
their plans for a laet, tremendous effort. On Friday a bie-0- meptWO will
be held at Albert Hall under the auspices of the National Union of Women
Spffrage !soo1eties, tnd (Mr.
t)he chancellor of the
will be the principal speaker.
The last gun of the
will be fired on Wednesday of next
week, when a meeting under the auspices of the National League for Opposing Woman Suffrage will be held
at Albert Hall. Lord Cromer, the
president of the organization will preside at that meeting and Lord romer,
Lord Curzon, Lord Loreburn, Mr. Har-couand a number of prominent
unionists will be among the speakers.
The woman's suffraee question was
not a matter ef national political Importance in its early stages, but it
gained enormously fn Importance
e
when Chancellor
Openly
or
cause
the
"votes for woespoused
men." Nevpr before had a high government of"- iai In England championed the c t!i(, until Mr.
entered Hie lists, ready to fight for
the franchise principle and to carry
the or test directly before the house
of commons.
The fact that he and
the prime minister, Mr. Asqulth, are
on opposing sides on this important
issue, makes the situation even more
acute and there are many who believe that the women's franchise Is
sue will cause a spilt not only In
the cabinet but in the llbreal party
and may, eventually, precipitate a na
tional crisis in the political situation
A sharp line of demarcation divides the entire cabinet into two hos
tile camps-- : While the "antls," led
by Premier Asqulth. have a majority
of the holders of portfolios on their
side, their margin numbers only two.
So far as Is known the "antls" also
have a considerable majority In parlia
ment and, unless some unforeseen
complication should arise, tuere Is but
little probability that the house of
commons will, at this time, accept the
principle of woman's franchise. The
1
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NATURES CURE
FOR RHEUMATISM

The conditions and causes which produce Rheumatism, all
a
healthful vegetable remedy as the surest and safest cure. The suggest
disease is
brought about by the accumulation of uric acid, an irritating-- ,
property in the blood. This causes a weakening and souring of the circulation which then becomes unfit for nourishing the body, while the
deposits
of unc acid in the nerves, muscles, joints and bones
the pain and
produce
To treat the trouble with medicines
agony of Rheumatism.
pot- i-ash or Other stronfr tninprnla ia oininW arl.lir anntd - -- -- containing
it
weak, diseased blood, sapping it of it3 remaining vitality, and perhaps in
the end making a physical wreck of the sufferer. The one safe and only cure
for Rheumatism is S. S. S. It is nature's remedy for this
disease, made
entirely from healthful vegetable ingredients extracted from the roots, herbs
and barks of the forest and fields. S. 8. S. goes down into the blood and
removes every trace of the cause of Rheumatism, cleanses and
purifies the
inn lea lures neaiia ana comiort to tnose who are suffering from
this painful disease. There is but one way to be sure you are not
dosing
your system with mineral medicines, and that is to take S. S. S. Book on
Rheumatism and any medical advice free. "
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLAWfA, GA,

'

pain-produci-
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suffrage sympathizers hope, however,
to create so much sentiment for
"votes for women," that the proposition will be sure of acceptance In
the next parliament.
The differences over the suffrage
question have caused a considerable
strain of the relations between Pre-mier Asqulth and Chancellor
and It is generally believed
that a complete rupture between them
is merely ji matter of time. It Is
difficult to see how disaster to the
liberal party can be averted under
these conditions.
e
Mr.
Intends to bring
the suffrage matter before the commons in the form of an amendment to
the reform bill. The Ingenious device
which, under cover of the plea that
the matter Is a
one, the endeavor will he made to get the house
of commons to accept the proposal
without government responsibility,
will probably add to tne acrimony of
the debates on the floor of the house.
The battle promises to be extremely
spectacular and wia attract Intense
Interest throughout the country.
Lloyd-Georg-

e

Lloyd-Georg-
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ORANGE SHOW OPENED.
San Bernardino, Cal., Feb. 19. The
second annual orange show which
opened here today to continue to the
end of the week, is generally consid-

ered the most elaborate, largest and
most comprehensive exposition of the
citrus fruit industry ever held In
America.
In addition to the display
of more than five million oranges from
various parts of the state the exposition contains a display of machinery
and appliances for packing and hand- -

ling fruit and a highly interesting
model of the irrigation methods
In supplying the orchards of
the western slope with the
water.
em-play-

g

ARGUMENTS IN $2,000,000 SUIT.
Feb.
Boston,
iv. Before
Mass.,
Judge Colt in the federal court today
arguments were heard, on the motion
to dismiss a plea in abatement filed
by the United Shoe Machinery company to uie $2,000,000 suit filed by
the United States for the Goddu Sons
Metal Fastening
company, for alleged violation of the Sherman antitrust act. The Goddu company, It is

alleged, was driven out of business by
the shoe machinery company, whose
officers also are under federal indictment for alleged violations of the
anti-trus-

law.

t

SIMPLE HOME REMEDIES

have proved to be not only safer, but
far more effective than any combina
tion of drugs.
Nearly forty years ago the now
famous Lydia E. Pimcham's Vegetable
Compound was a simple home remedy
made by the woman whose name it
bears, on her kitchen stove, from the
roots and herbs of the field, and supwithplied to friends and neighbors
out cost.
The wonderful success of Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound in
womanalleviating the sufferings of
every
in
known
kind, has made it.
home in our land, and now recognized
the world over as the standard remedy for female ills.
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SATURDAY'S SALE

CONTINUED

MAXWELL GIVES SERVICE
Is

Proves the

the

Car

l,4.)4-niil-

MAXWELL
to

The Car
for the
Family Man

MASCOTTE
H. P.
Touring Car
25

in Town

$1,175

and
Country

F. O. B. Denver
Fully Equipped

$1,175 f. o. b. Denver.

Fully equipped.

$1,580 MAXWELL "MERCURY," Roadster
MAXWELL "SPKCIAL," Touring
MAXWELL "MASCOTTE," Roadster..
$1,120 MAXWELL "MESSENGER," Roadster
All Prices P. O. B. Denver, Fully Equipped.

$1,345
$

720

Many makers have tried to produce a car of Equal
Combines' Reliability with Hlfrh-GraAppearanee,
Character at the Maxwell price, but they have lacked
both fully developed Maxwell characteristics. Recogthe mammoth manufacturing facilities possessed by
Cars."
nized as "The Aristocrat of Moderate-Price- d
The
United States Motor Company, whose quantity
satisto
and
Wears longest, easy
universally
operate
and ability to purchase raw materials at
OfTiclal
records
owners.
production
more
to
than
50,000
factory
of
Maxwells
91
cent
figures make Maxwell quality at Maxwell
of New York state show that
per
use.
1905
price
art.
possible.
In
in
still
registered
n.n
TXTrtfo TnnAV fnr "The Stnrv nf the fJIWden Tour." and "How tn Jndo-booklets and the complete 1912 Maxwell catalogue.
Automobile"
de

rock-botto-

--

THE:

FERNALD AUTOMOBILE CO.
Colorado. New Mexico

"MAXWELL.,"
1216-122- 6

the

and Wyoming Distributors for the
the "SAMPSON" MOTOR TRUCK.

"COLUMBIA,"

Broadway

DENVER, COLORADO

Spiking Obsolete Nowadays.
ne reads in the war news that the
Italians found that guns In the Tripoli
forts "spiked." If that is meant lit
erally they must have been guns of
mainly antiquarian interest.
The expression, "spiking guns," is
a survival from the day when all that
was necessary to put a gun out of
action (provided, of course, that you
had access to it) was a large nail or
spike and a hammer. You simply
at
drove the nail into the touch-holthe breech. If the nail was long
enough to turn round at the end, on
the bottom of the bore, so much the
better.
It is just as simple, perhaps simpler, to put a modern gun out of action. All you want Is a hammer. The
breech block of the modern gun is
held closed by screw threads, after
the breech block is shut on the shell,
a turn of two or three Inches engages
the threads. By knocking a burr on
these threads you prevent them engaging. Any attempt to fire the gun
without the breech block being perfectly closed would, of course, be of material assistance to the enemy.
e

In Practice.
Probably one the heartiest laughs
which the duke ot Connaught, now
governor general of Canada, ever enjoys, says the Tattler, was that occasioned by the remark of an Irish
peasant, who one day while the duke
was driving In Dublin with the duchess ran alongside the carriage and
kept up with it in an astonishing fashion. So persistent was the man in
his endeavors to keep pace with the
carriage that at length the duchess
had the vehicle stopped and asked the
man what he wanted. He said that
he was anxious to get a good look at
their royal highnesses. The duchess was much flattered and ask4 him
lth
how he managed to keep up
them. "Oh," he said, "shure, haven't
I been chasing pigs all me lotfe?"

25 PER CENT OFF EVERYTHING

EXCEPTING
Corsets & Hosiery
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ONE DOLLAR
GRAAF DRY GOODS CO.
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and the sheriff sent word that all
negroes were dead. Leaders In
mob doubted this message and
crowd of men have refused to
perse until they are satisfied
black were killed.

the
the
the

four-Ufhth-

any newspaper

lrf,

1912.

:s
magnet for the discriminating
purchaser. Sabino Lujan, Jeweler
optician, watchmaker. Bridge street

on

A REPLY TO

EDITOR

lows:

Pernallllo
Chaves
DEPUTY TREASURER OF MORA Colfax
COUNTY MAKES STATEMENT
Curry
Dona Ana
FOR THE PUBLIC.
Eddy
The Optic lias received the follow- Gram
ing communication from C. U. Strong, Guadalupe
deputy treasurer and collector of Lincoln
Mora county, with the request that it Luna
be published:
McKinley
"I wish to correct certain state- Mora
ments made by the esteemed editor Otero
of the Roy Spanish American, who ap Quay
parently has been trying to slander Rio Arriba
the Mora county oltlcerB by making Roosevelt
false statements am? misrepresenta- Sandoval
tions in order to mislead the public. San Juan
If, because he has been unable to land San Miguel

an appointment as deputy sheriff or
constable for the town of Roy, he is
aggrieved, he should not find that an
excuse for making misleading and untruthful statements. One so quick to
find fault with others might do well
to make some investigations nearer

Santa Fe
Sierra

I

6
9
20 No

18
6

'.

23
1

Union

1
19

l

Valencia

305
Total
All notices of contest shall be sub
mitted in writing, setting forth the
grounds of contest, which must be
filed with the secretary of the state
central committee at least three days
before the meeting of the state convention.
AH county conventions must be held
not later than the 4th day of March,

'

VENCRSLAO

JARAMILLO,
Chairm-- n.

HERBERT W. CLARK.
Secretary.

DID YOU HEAR
What the ground hog had to say the
FOR RENT
other day? He declared that six more
Two nicely furnished front room.-- ,
weeks of winter were sure to come.
In
$20.1.' with electric lights and bath.
Total
We had a taste Saturday and Sunday
"The assessor assessed 22 people quire 518 Sixth street.
of what can be expected this month.
Better get your coal shed filled up right living within District No. 40, the total
now.
The Coors Lumber company tax amounting to $16.82. Notices were CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY
CONVENTION.
has a plentiful supply and will fill all sent to these 22 people. Five have re-

orders promptly.
MASQUES, MASQUES, MASQUES
cosA full line of
masquerade

Las Vegas, which gets the big fight,
is enterprising to say the least. She tumes, wigs and everything needed for
will certainly get a lot of advertising. a masque ball may be obtained
at
the millinery store of Mrs. A. Stand-ish- ,
Albuquerque Journal.
the Emporium, 524 Sixth street.

UNREPENTANT, HE GOES
STOICALLY

TO DEATH

SPRING

IS COMING

Mrs. Wallis, the milliner, Has received ah advance showing of spring

styles in millinery. The designs are
Now is th
beautiful and modish.
PRIEST time t6 have your hats remodeled for
CATHOLIC
IALTHOUGH
spring. Mrs- Wallis is prepared to
WAS WITH HIM ALL NIGHT,
do such work quickly and satisfactorODOM DID NOT GIVE IN
ily at her store on Sixth street.
Feb. 1 9 Lawrence
Mobile, Ala.,
BE MODERN
of
Odom, convicted of the murder
Send
toyour
washing away from the
here
was
three persons,
hanged
houBe and be freed of the annoyance
of
ministrations
refused
He
the
day.
a clergyman who labored with him of wash day smells and troubles. The
all night, and those of his own son, a Las Vegas Steam laundry does 'amilj
Catholic priest. When asked to say washing as well as fancy washing.
no mathis last prayer, he requested that his Fvery day is wash day there
it rains or snows,
how
much
'ihe
ter
be
daughter, Hazel,
vvi:li is done by experts, too. Try it
brought to him to remove the black once
and be convinced.
He mounted the gallows stoiccapally and laughingly asked to see his
wife.
Odom was convicted of killing
Charles Golang, Joseph Stokes and
David Gartman, the latter a
boy. They had been witnesses
against him in police court on a
charge of cruelty to a dog. The kill-

AN

EARLY SPRING

These warm, sunshiny days give every indication that an early sprng may
he expected. They also remind people that Potter's ice cream and sodas
are delicious. The Potter confectionery always Is prepared to serve fountain dainties. On ( Dduglas avenue,
ings took place March 18, 1910, at next the
Photoplay.
Citronelle, Alabama. He shot the
boy at the feet of his mother as she
PENNANTS
PENNANTS,
was pleading for his life. Odom was
Bally's curio store has Just received
tried twice and declared guilty each a new stock of High School and Nortime. He was wealthy.
mal pennants. It is showing also
some pret4yf novelties in girls' hats
for High School lasies. Pennants and
NEGROES SHOT DOWN pillows of all the big colleges are
awaiting your inspection.

WHILE ON TRIAL
DO
NOT WAIT
CLOSES
EVIDENCE
USE THEIR GUNS

TENNESSEEANS
UNTIL
BUT

Shelbyville, Tenn , Feb. 19 Three
negroes iWere shot dead i4iUe county courtroom here today. They-werchargedSwith the murder of a railroad detective several days ago near
llelt Buckle, Tennessee.
As evidence in the preliminary trial
pile up against the three blacks, the
anger of spectators In the court room
flamed out. Simultaneously the negroes fell as a hail of bullets rained
In on them from all parts of the court
room.

Everson, a special officer of
the Nashville, Chattanooga and St.
Louis railroad, was the negroes' vicS. W.

tim.

Sheriff's officials pushed back the
leaders of the mob after the snooting and the bodies of the three
negroes were hauled into the jail offices. This promptly, was barricaded

sponded and paid their taxes, which
amounted to $1.90, allowing the collector and assessor four per cent each.
The superintendent or the treasurer
cannot transfer funds from' one dis
trict to another unless the districts
receiving such funds are legally en
titled to them.
"Now, if the editor of the Spanish
American can show me where I made
a mistake or where any poll tax or
other money sent to this office has
shrunk, as he asserts in his paper, I
will pay him double the amount for
showing me my miHtataeB. I make a
monthly report, both te the county
commissioners and the Btate trav
eling auditor, and these show what 1
collect and disburse for each account
during the month. This statement is
published with the county commissioners' proceedings for everyone to
read and I will assure Mr. Editor
that the county moneys are kepi
strictly at the disposal of the county
in the bank. I invite anyone to come
and examine my accounts at any time.
They are public records and are subject to inspection by any citizen."
C. U. STRONG.
(Signed)
Call

for

Republican Convention
ihe State of New Mexico

fai

"Pursuant to the requirements of
the call made by the republican na
tional committee on December 12,
1911, for a republican national convention to be held In the city of Chicago in the Btate of Illinois, at 12
o'clock non on Tuesday, June 18,
1912, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for president and
to be voted for at the presidential election on Tuesday, November, 5, 1912. and for the transaction
if such other business as may come
e, it the republican cent'&l oom-- i
' the state of New Mexico assembi
Santa Fe on this 25th day
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the
Is sweeping over the town. Old and
young alike' are affected, and the holding of a convention of the restrain is particularly hard on little publican party of the state of New
children and on elderly people. Foley's Mexico, to be held In the city of Santa
Honey and Tar Compound Is a quick Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
safe and reliable cure for all coughs
and colds. Contains no opiates. O on Friday, the eighth day of March,
A. D., 1912 for the purpose of select
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
ing eight, delegates., and eight alterBIG DIFFERENCE.
nates to represent the republican par
It makes little or - no difference iXe ? Jf . flt e. ofcNew Mexico In the
whether you know or not that
said national convention called to be
have wines, whiskies, etc., etc. But Jhted at Chicago on the 18th day of
it does make a big difference if you June, 1912.
1
don't know that we sell the purest,
The republican central committees
that our prices are the lowest, oar of the various counties of the state
deliveries prompt and that we eater are by this committee requested and
to the family trade. The Lobby, Lau-bac- h directed to issue a call for the holdft Benjamin, proprietors.
ing of a county convention of the re
publican party in the respective counA WARNING AGAINST WET FEET.
ties
upon such notice and date as they
Wet and chilled feet usually affect
the mucous membrane of the note, may deem expedient for the purpose of
throat and lungs, and la grippe, bron- electing delegates to the state convenchitis or ; pneumonia may result tion to be held on the 8th day of
the March, 1912, as aforesaid, and which
Watch carefully, particularly
children, and for the racking stubborn coughs give Foley's Honey and the basis of representation shall be
lt soothes the In- one delegate for each one hundred
Tar Compound.
and heals the votei or more, cast for the republican
flamed membranes,
cough quiekly. Take no substitute. candidate for governor of the state
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
of New Mexico at the late election
Co.
i-

1

,f

,j.

i

every Be.kirvg Problem.
K's Tiiw-Whit- er
and ilore Urviforrrv
Made by LARABEES

Famous

GERMAN

0

PROCESS.

"A ROGERS' SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.

BOWELS

Co.

Gross. Kelly

Biliousness, Headache, Sick, Sour
Stomach, Indigestion, Coated
Tongue or Constipation

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

5

30

to

the answer

6

CLEANSE
LIVER AND

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress flour

-

I" CASCARETS

Taos ...
Torrance

1912.

'V

--

Secretary.

home.

1

-

8 F. O. BLOOD,

Socorro

'He speaks of District No. 40 and
quotes some figures which. I presume,
be produced from his heau, as they
appear to be the products of a fertile
imagination. He declares that District No. 40 got $G0 from the apportionment, $40 from taxes and was to
get $40 from another source. Now
wish to submit a statement of District
No. 40 to the public, and if anyone
can show me where they are entitled
to any more and that it is within
my power to give it to them, I wi"
gladly do it.
District No. 40.
$18. It,
From apportionment
1.90
From taxes collected

No. 52
No. 53-

z
Las Colon las
2
Eucinosa
Troxlea will not be recognised unless held by residents of the same
precinct from which the delegate
have been chosen. The various precincts will hold then- primaries as
soon as convenient, but not later
that the second day of March, 1912.
19 The secretaries of the various pri7 maries are
requested to notify tne
17 chairman of this committee of the
4 date of
their meeting and the nan.es
14 of the delegates
chosen, immediately
5 after
holding their primaries.
H
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
11
Chairman.

1911,

dis-

IS OSTEOPATHY?
M. M. PADGETT
Washington! Feb. 19. The right of
EDITOR
Texas to classify osteopathy as practice of medicine was upheld today by
the supreme court of the United
States. The point arose when Ira W.
Entered at the Postomce at East
in Kl
Collins, practicing osteopathy
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmisPaso, was arrested on a charge of
sion through the United States Mails
practicing medicine without a license.
as second class matter.
Collins' reply was that practicing osteopathy was not practicing medicine,
TERM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
because no medicine was administerDAILY, BY CAHRIEK:
ed
.05
Per Cop
15
Week
On
TARIFF HURTS BUSINESS
66
One Month Washington, Feb. 19. The price of
7.50
One Year
s
lead has declined
of a
DAILY BY MAIL:
cent a pound sface the Underwood
16.00
One Year
3.00 steel tariff revision bill passed the
Six Months
house, according to lead producers
who appeared the senate finance comWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
mittee today. They said the profit on
GROWER.
One Year
$2.00 a pound of lead was only one cent,
100 so that already their profits were cut
Six Months
almost In half. Frederick Burbridge,
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- of Spokane; Arthur North, Salt Lake
tions).
City. Utah, and John A. Rock, KelRemit by draft, check or money logg, Idaho, protested against the lead
erder. It sent otherwise we will not schedule.
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on apfllcatlon.
WELL! WELL! WELL!
AT Ejaculates the average person vho
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
passing gazes Into the shop windows
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Sabino Lujan always has an attractiv
PAID FOR.
ilisplay of Jewelry, watches, cut glass
etc. There is always something aboui
the
are
Advertisers
guaranteed
the place that causes people to stoj
largest dally and weekly circulation
and
impels them to enter. The store
in
Morfhwestern
of

MONDAY, FEBRUARY

C. U, STRONG HAS

the

19, 1t12.

the 7th day of November,
and one delegate at large from
each county In addition upon which
basis the representation in the state
convention of the republican party of
the state of New Mexico to he held
on March 8, 1912, from the sevenu
counties of the state shall be as folheld

WHAT

New MpxIco.

VE0A8 DAILV OPTIC, MONDAY. FEBRUARY

Furred tongue, b?d taste, indigestion, sallow skin and miserable headaches come from a torpid liver and
clogged bowels, which oauee
your
stomach to become filled with undi
gested food, which sours and ferments
like garbage in a swill barrel. That's
the first step to untold misery indigestion, foul gases, bad breath, yellow
Bkln, mental fears, everything that is
horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret
tonight will give you a thorough
cleaslng inside and straighten you
out by morning. They work while you
box from your drugsleep a
gist will keep you feeling good for
months. Millions of men and women
take a Cascaret now and then to keep
their stomach, liver and bowels regulated, and never know a miserable
moment Don't forget the children
their little insides need a good, gentle
cleansing, too.

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

nt

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

How Cold Affects the Kidneys
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys
are sensitive. Cold congests the kid-

neys, throws too much much work
upon them, and weakens their action
Serious kidney trouble and even
Bright's disease may result. Strengthen your kidneys, get rid of the pain
and soreness, build them up by the
timely use of Foley's Kidney Pills.
in action, quick in results. O.
A convention of the republicans of Tonic
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
San Miguel county, state of New 85 cents or two and one-hafor $1.
Mexico, is hereby called to be held
NEW STYLES HERE
the fourth day of March, 1912, in orMrs. A. Standish has just received
der to select 30 delegates to the republican state convention, to be held in her new sample style book of th'e
beautiful suits, coats, skirts,
the city of Santa Fe, N. M., on the most
eighth day of March A. D. 1912, for waists and ladies' wearing apparel,
A first
the. purpose of selecting eight dele- also her new spring hats.
gates and eight alternates to repre- class seamstress, also two apprensent the republican party of the state tices for millinery are wanted. Mrs.
of New Mexicb in the National repub- A. Standish.
lican convention to be held in the city
LECTURES FOR FARMERS.
of Chicago, state of Illinois, on the
Ithaca, N. Y., Feb. IS. The fifth
eighteenth day of June, A. D. 1912,
for the purpose of nominating candi- annual Farmers' week at the New
at
dates for president and vice president York State College of Agriculture
here
Cornell
openea
today
university
to be voted for at the presidential
a large attendance and will conelection on Tuesday, November 6, with
to the end of the week.
tinue
1912, and for the transaction of such
other business as may properly come
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
before it.
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a'
The various precincts of San Mivery reasonable investment" you can
guel county are entitled to the fol- enjoy your sleeping hours as well ar
lowing number of delegates from their a millionaire.
We are selling the
respective precincts:
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
t
Precinct
relegates before. We have many styles In
2
No. 1 San Miguel
and satin finish, fine mat
4
No 2 La Cuesta
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
3
No.
4 .lohnsen ft Sou
Las Vegas, south
4
No. 4 Tecolote
?
ATTENTION
ELKS
No. 5 Las Vegas, North
9
Have you had your photograph
No. 6 Las Vegas, Central
2 made for the new lodge rom?
WaterNo. 7 San Antonio
2 man Is making sittings and the pic8
No.
Las Vegas, upper
No. 9 Pecos
tures are proving as good or a little
2 better than the quality usually turned
No. 10 Chaperito
3 out by that high class photographer
No. 11 San Geronimo
2 Better arrange
for a sitting today
No. 12 Rowe
2 Waterman, the Plaza.
No. 13 Rociada
No. 14 Sapello
2
2
No. 15 Las Manuelttas
2
No. 16 Union
No. 17 San Patricio
No. 18 Mishawaka

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine Shop

Phone Main 344.

Wm. Whalen, Prop,

lf

No. 19

San Juan
Casa Coloraw
Sabinoso
San Jose
La uendre
Pena Blanca
Los Alamos
No. 27 San Pablo

2

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
t
Anyone who will read each day The
Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
Optic-Wan-

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

0

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

1

Phone main 2

Hand

3

2

ked)

4

2
2
2

HON

99

Underwear.

SUITS AND TWO PIECE GARMENTS

2

,. . . .

No. 28
No. 29

Chavez

No. 30
Nov 3J
No. 32
No. 33
No. 34
No. 35
No. 36
No. 37
No. 38
No. 39
No. 40
No. 41
No. 42
No. 43
No. 44
No. 45
No. 46
No. 47
No. 48
No. 49
No. 50
No. 51

Canyon de Menuelitas

East Las Vegas
Puerteclto
El Pueblo
Los Viiiges
San Isidro
Las Galllhas
Penasco Blanco
El Carrlto
Los Torres
Tecolotito
Bernal
Canyon Largo
Romerovllle
Los Fuertes
OJItos Frlos
Cherryvale
Emplazado
Hot Springs
Trementlna
Agua Zarca
Guadalupe
San Ignacio

f

Harvard Mills

2

McKinley

No. 20
No. 21
No 22
No. 23
No. 24
No. 25
No. 26

Want fld.

2
11
2

For Men, Women and Children
STtbfl

.3

2
2

ALL

.
2
,
.

.

. !

PRICE

3
2
2

NEW SUITS, DRY GOODS,

SHOES ETC. ARRIVING

2

2
2
2
2

"The

2

2
2
2
4
2
2
2

Store of Quality"

jQl
E

.

Las Vegas

CjH

DAILY.

LA8

VECiAft.

DAILY

OPTIC, MONDAY. FEBRUARY
CHILDREN

ONALS

The PrescriptloDist

WINTERS

DRUG

in
F Hahne of Wagon oMund-wa- s
I .as Vegas
yesterday on business.
E. A. Vigil of Trinidad came in yesterday from Colorado on business.
J. 8. Clark left yesterday afternoon
on a short business trip to Denver.
Attorney W. G. Haydon left yesterday afternoon tor Trinidad on business.
was in
A. Miller, of Aiuuquerque,
I.AB Vegas yesterday and today on business.
Mrs. F. A. Owens and children left
th.s afternoon on train No. 1 for Car's-bad- .

Hhou

Maiu

CO.

i

EXTRASPECIAL

Mr.' and Mrs. Frea McQuiddy returned last night from a short trip to
Cerrillos.
Charles Glasgow arrived yesterday
afternoon from his home in Colfax
on business.
Frank Springer left last night on a
short business thip to the northern
part of the state.
J. F. Carey left this morning on the
California Limited for Santa Fe to
attend the Scottish Rite reunion.
A. W. Weist and Dr. A. E. North-woowere in Las Vegas yesterday
trom their home in Wagon Mound.
Thomas Ross returned Saturday
evening from Phoenix, Ariz, where he
had been several days on business.
Fidel Ortiz, chairman of the board
of county commissioners, has returned
from a short business visit to Santa
.

One

lot

of

Petticoats

Silk

Never soejjy

Easily made

By Mrs . Janet McKenxie Hill, Editor of
the Boston .Cooking School Magazine
Nearly everybody likes Boston brown
bread, but so man? have experienced
trouble with its being soggy, they have
become diev joraged. Here is a new
recipe that cannot fail if the few simple
directions are carefully followed. You
will be delighted with the results.

C Brown Bread
l;
One and
cup yellow
1
cup entire-whejlour; 1 teaspoon salt; l's cup sweet milk;
cup
molasses; 5 level teaspoonfuls K C Baking Powder.
one-ha-

corn-mea-

lf

Sift together, threetimes, meal, flour,
salt and baking powder. Mix molasses
and sweet milk and stir into dry ingredients to make a smooth batter. Turn
into two empty K C Baking Powder
boxes, thoroughly buttered, and let
steam three hours. This bread is particularly good to serve with salads or
raw oysters; also at breakfast, as toast
of all kinds.
Raisins or currants may be added,
though some prefir it without.
Readers of this paper may obtain The
Cook's Book containing this and 89
other delicious recipes free by sending
the colored certificate packed in every
can of K C Baking Powder to
the Ja grits MFC. Co., Chicago. Send
28
for The Cook's Hook today.

Fe.

Assorted

and

colors

$5. TO $7.50

r-'-

black

VALUE

AT

$2,98

HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

INJURED

Ordinary Cathartics and Pills and
Harsh Physic Cause Distressing Complaints.
You cannot be
in the
selection of medlctne for children.
Only the very gentlest bowel medicine
should ever be given, except in
emergency cases. Ordinary pills, cathartics and purgatives are apt to
do more harm than good. They may
cause griping, nausea and other disthat up fre.
tressing
quently
We personally recommend and
guarantee Rexall Orderlies as the safest and most
dependable remedy,
which we know, for constipation and
associate bowel disorders. We have
such absolute faith In the virtues of
this remedy that we sell It on our
guarantee of money back in every instance where it fails to give entire
satisfaction, and we urge all In need
of euch medicine to try it at our risk.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten just like
cindy, are particularly prompt and
ai.reeable in action, may be taken at
any time, day or night: do not cause
diarrhoea, nausea, grlpinR, excessive
looseness, or other undesirable effects. They have a very mild but
nnsltive action upon the organs with
which they come in contact, apparently acting as a regulative tonic upon
of the
the relaxed muscular coa
bowel, thus overcoming weakness
and aiding to restore the bowels to
more vigorous and healthy activity.
Rexall Orderlies commonly com
pletely relieve constipation, except of
course when of a surgical character.
They also tend to overcome the necessity- of constantly taking laxatives to
keep the bowels in normal condition.
Three sizes of packages 10 cents, 25
cents, and 50 cents. Remember, you
can obtain Rexall Remedies in Las
Vegas only at our store the Rexall
Store. E. G. Murphey.
after-eiffec-

ts

health-destroyro-

Hess left yesterday afterDr. William P. Alills left this afternoon for Santa Fe to attend the Scotto attend tne Scotnoon
for Santa
the
in
Capital
tish Rite ceremonies
reuniou.
tish
Rite
City.
Albert Stern of tne Charles llfeld
Mrs. C. C. Rohbins left yesterday
Sunafternoon for Pasadena, Cal., where company, of Albuquerque, spent
Las
In
Mrs.
Vegas.
day
she will visit her daughter,
W. R. Smythe, good roaas engineer,
Webb.
Anwill
return this evening from a trip to
Frederick
J.
R. ,j. Tail pert and
ton left this afternoon for Santa Ft Santa Fe and Chapelle.
BRYAN TO LECTURE
J. C. Lacey, who has been in Las
to attend the Eighth Scottish Rite
on
left
FOR THE HOSPITAL
business,
Vegas several days
reunion.
Ariz.
for
Pnoenix,
afternoon
in
yescame
yesterday
Captain W. B. Burton
was formerly a resident oi
The announcement that William J.
terday from his home in bnoemaker Mr. Lacey
a
Las
on
Vegas and is now living In Den- Bryan, the country's foremost orator,
trip
ami wiir leave mis evening
ver.
would be here Wednesday evening
io Pensacola, Fla.
B. H. ..ellee. Santa Fe division en- and address an audience in the DunMrs. Frank-- Strass. the milliner, reror Carrollton, can
turned yesterday afternoon from a gineer, left last nigni
opera house has been received by
called
was
he
by the seri- the
where
Kansas
to
Mo.,
Chicago.
trip
public with enthusiasm. The
purchasing
ous illness of his nioiner, Mrs. J. A. ladles of the Las Vegas Hospital
City and Denver.
Mrs. Newlee ana children
Lionel Prescott. who has been on Newlee.
hoard, under whose direction arrangethis
will
leave
evening for Carrollton. ments for the lecture are being made,
southern
part
in
the
an extended trip
have received many requests for tick
oi the state, returned to Las Vegas
ets. There is every Indication that the
yesterday afternoon.
a
lecture will be heard by an immense
Guy Williamson, who has been
M'DONALD EXPRESSES
crowd and Managers Duncan and
visitor in las Vegas ror tne pasi two
Browne of the Duncan opera house
weeks, will leave this evening for his
home in Indianapolis.
HIS APPRECIATION are making preparations to provide
Mr. and Mrs. Jose Maes arrived
additional seats to accommodate the
from their former home In
public. Mr. Bryan has made arrange
isouimvilljk &fo- - and expect to reside GOVERNOR WRITES MAYOR GOOD- .ui
in Tas VUw pif rriinnentT.v
ALL HIS THANKS FOR THE REDan Kelly, (who has beW in Las VeCEPTION IN HI8 HONOR.
gas secveral Vlays visiting his parents,'
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kellly, returned to
Words of appreciation from Governhis home in Trinidad last night.
or William C. McDonald for the cor-IdJ. A. Conley, Santa Fe master me
reception given him by the people
chanic, came in Saturday nignt from of Las Vegas have been received by
his headquarters in Raton on busi- Mayor K. D. Goodall in the following
ness. He returned to the Gate Qlty letter from the state's cmei execulast night.
tive:
Mrs. H. E. Fell and infant daugh My Dear Mr. Mayor.
ter, Dorothy, who have been in Las
I have been extremely busy since
Vegas several weeks, returned to their my return to Santa Fe ou- - will now
home in Raton yesterday afternoon
take this, the urst opportunity, to
R. W. Hoyt, Santa Fe station agent write and thank you and tne citizens
at Trinidad, passed through Las Ve- of Las Vegas for all the kindness exgas yesterday afternoon on train No. tended to me during my recent visit
1 en route from' Colorado to Santa Fe.
in your city. I may say that I have
Mr. Hoyt was formerly of Las Vegas. never anywhere met with more corMrs. George Kahle and daughter. diality and universal friendliness man
Miss Eunice, left yesterday afternoon while the guest of your splendid city
oh train No. 10 for Los Angeles and I shall always look oack with pride
other points on the Pacific coast. Mr, and pleasure upon my first visit to
Kahle. Wells Fargo route agent, ac- Las Vegas after my Inauguration as
companied them as far as Albuquer- governor of the State of New Mexico. ments with the hospital board by
que.
Again thanking you ana your very which the local institution will receive
F. C. Potter, proprietor of Potter's
believe a most liberal share of the receipts
enterprising
of the evening. He has not announced
confectionery store, left yesterday aft me.
ernoon for Seattle. Mr. Potter will
his subject but has assured the manSincerely yours,
W. C. M'DONALD.
take charge of the Seattle factory of
agement that his address will be
V
The great commoner has a
Governor
the Pacific Coast Biscuit company,
numuer of interesting lectures on subMrs. Potter, assisted by her son, H. Hon. K. D. Goodan, Mayor,
O. Potter, will have charge of tne
Blast Las Vegas, N.
jects that appeal to the public. He
has lost none of his power as a
store here.
and may be expected to make
Miss Helen Kelly, accompanied by
speaker
A GOOD CHANCE
a powerful and instructive address
Miss Helen Brant of Los Angeles, who
To buy something nice at remark
here.
has been her guest in Las Vegas for
reasonable prices is afforded by
ably
mornthe past ten days, left yesterday
for Miss M. M. Thompson, who has de
ing on the California Limited
BRIDE OF AN ARMY OFFICER.
cided to sell ladles handbags at one- Santa Fe. Mies Brant continued on half
Pa., Feb. 19. The
leath
Philadelphia,
also
She
is
price.
selling
to the coast from the Capital City er
Bellevue-Stratfortn this city was
reduced
at
Every
goods
prices.
todayiand Miss Kelly will return u. thing ilj this sale. Is of the best qua! the scene of a brilliant wedding, of
fry and the handbags are especially interest to military and social circles
Judge David J. leahy, District At stylish. Miss Thompson, Sixth street today when Miss Judith Reynolds,
torney Charles W. G. Ward and
daughter of Lieutenant Governor John
Chariot Hedgcock left this morning
M Reynolds of Pennsylvania, became
DELICIOUS STEAKS
for Saf&ltosa In a touring car. They
The Las Vegas Mercantile companj the bride of Captain George E. Goodwill spend a few days in the Guad.: makes a speclaltly of alfalfa-fena rich, U. S. A., one of the most populupe county seat looking after legal, tlve and Kansas City beef. Conse lar officers of the Thirtieth Infantry,
affairs and Charles Hedgcock will quently the best steaks to be purchas now stationed at the Presidio. After
ofed in this city come off the blocks In a wedding trip of several weeks the
prepare to take charge of the law
fice to be opened there soon by Mr. its meat department.
You are no! young married couple will make Its
Ward and himself.
getting the best for your money un home at the Presidio.
George T. Nicholson, first vice pres- less you are buying meat at the Las
HARDWARE MEN MEET.
ident of the Santa Fe, passed through Vegas Mercantile company's ore.
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon In his
Guelph, Ont, Feb. 18. The annual
1 en route
A MONTH HAS PASSED
convention of the Retail Hardware
pivate car on train No.
A whole month of the new year hat! Merchants and Stove Dealers associafrom Chicago to the Pacific coast. Mr.
Nkmolsqa was accompanied by Fred passed. Have you started that account tion for the Province of Ontario
of the for yourself or your little son or
B. TTdnten, traffic manager
opened here today in the city hall
division
R.
W.
Brown,
Fe.
daughter? If not, you have still 11 with a large attendance. In connecSanta
freight and traffic agent with head months in which to save. The Firs tion with the convention, which will
quarters in El Paso, was accompany National Bank offers an admirable op continue until Friday a hardware and
over the division portunity for accumulating savings stove exhibition is held at the winter
ing Mr. Nicholson
Your account solicited.
as
Albuquerque.
fair building.
m, far
Dr. J. D.

SAMPLES

112.

over-caref-

ET

The man who doe the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
tost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

New Brown Bread Recipe

t,

PRETTY TROPHIES

Sleep 'till waking time comes.

TO BE GIVEN

FOR EVERYBODY

ALARM CLOCKS
Sunrise
.90
Spasmodic,
Sunbeam,

MASQUERS
E. ROMERO

HOSE AND FIRE COMPANY ANNOUNCES LIST OF
PRIZES FOR BIG DANCE.

$1.60
$1.35

Junior Tattoo,

$1.75
$2.70

Fight Day,

Handsome and valuable prizes will
be awarded by the E. Romero Hose
and Fire company to the persons
deemed entitled to them by the judges
at the thirtieth annual masquerade
and Washington's Birthday ball on
Thursday
evening of this week.
Through the courtesy of the merchants
the firemen are enabled to announce
these prizes:
King, calling cards by Optic Pub
lishing company; queen, carnations by
Perry Onion & Son.
Handsomest costume, ladies first
prize, hand bag, by Robert J. Taupert;
second, pair of $5 Ultra shoes, by E.
Rosenwald & Son; gentlemen's first
prize, leather suit case, by Danziger
& Company; second, desk set by Bach-arocBrothers.
Best acted character, ladies' first
prize, one 'turned hat, by Mrs. Wal-lis- ,
the mM tier; 'second chimayo blanket by
.Brothers; gentlemen's
first ''i.e, cigar case. Winters Drug
comp:"iy; second, box of El Arahe
clgin s by Saul Rosenthal.
Most original costume, ladies' first
prize, electric iron, by Las Vegas
Light and Power company; second,
one dozen photos, by Tooker, the phogentlemen's first prize,
tographer;
O.
M.
Ward; second, box of
pipe, by
cigars, by T. J. Raywood.
Most ludicrous costume, ladies' first
prize, Mexican drawn work lunch cloth
by O. Maloof; second imported silk
scarf, Graaf Dry Goods company; gentlemen's first prize, one box Holeproof
hose, by Hoffman & Graubarth; second, one box of cigars, by Charles
Greenclay.
Most appropriate costume, ladies'
first prize, Navajo blanket, by Charles
llfeld company; second, chatelaine, hy
Bacharach; gentlemen's first Iprize,
bronze alarm dark, by Stern & Nahm ;
second, pair kid gloves, by Hub Cloth
ing company.
Best dancer, ladles first prize, hand
Tialnted vase, jtf Rosenthal Furni
ture company; second, bone bacK
comb and brush set, by Red Cross
Drug company ; first gentlemen's prize
one pair $6 Croseti shoes, by E. Rosenwald & Son; second, leather collar
box by Boston Clothing House.
Best Juvenile character under 14
5 pound box
years, girls' first prize,
first prize,
Potter's:
boys'
of candy, by
kodak, by Baily's.
Best cake walkers, cake, by Graaf
& Hayward company.
Especially good music will be furnished during the evening. The orchestra that played for the dancing
at the reception for Governor William
C. McDonald two weeks ago has been
engaged. This organization made a
big hit on that occasion.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
JEWELER

OPTICIAN

AND

LAS VEGAS NEW MFXICO
J

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

h

BAIN
WEBER

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK

l

Full Line of

THE PLAZA

VEHICLES
HARNESS

A:

m?imms
SADDLES

SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

COAL AND WOOD

mm

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
M.m

Qm Yim

C ON D ON

visiting pin spillers Invaded Toronto
today for tne slxtn aaauui tumua-men- t
to decide the chamuionshlps of
the Canadian bowling association.
Nine new alleys have been Installed
for the tournament, Wnieh will con
tinue through the week. Many cities
and towns throughout the Dominion
have sent representatives
and all
signs point to the most successful
tournament in the history of the association.
A CLEAN

STABLE

ing city, Is best spelled la the name
of the M. L. Cooler livery, telephone
Main 16.
ANOTHER

A

BARGAIN.

neat appearing horn on the

hill.
House has five rooms and Is in good

repair. Location is the best and the
price is right Tou will be interested
if you are thinking of purchasing a
home.

THE INVESTMENT AND
AGENCY CORPORATION.
Phone

an advertisement for livery service.
Good horses and well kept rigs are
what bring the business. The ability
to serve the public at any hour of ths
day or night is an Item to be considered
BOWLING TOURNAMENT.
livery service, the
Toronto, Ont., Feb, 19. An army of kind that is demanded in every grow- -

'ft

40.

George

A.

Fleming,

Is

COSTUMES FOR SALE
masquerade costumes
good
for gentlemen, have been worn but
Outfit in
once, are for sale cheap.
Two

cludes coat, trousers, vest and hat.
Price reasonable. Call at Optic.

fellow-townsme-

Seasonable Costumes for SPRING.

The

Butterick Fashion Sheet
for March
contains a most attractive display.
FREE copies may be obtained at
our pattern counter.
If you have not already obtained a
copy, don't fail to buy Butterick
Fashions
the big Spring Quarterly.
25 cents, including a FREE pattern.

ESTABLISHED 106

d

Convenience,

Satisfaction

and Economy

d

HOW'S THIS;
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 16 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all

business transactions, and financially
able to carry out obligations made by
his firm.
NATIONAL

BANK OF COMMERCE,

Toledo. O
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price
76 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

gist.

Take Hall's Family Pills for const!

pation.

1

:

"

a single package make Post Toailies a favorite in the pantry and a delight to the palate.
Housewives who know the goodness of this tempting, wholesome food, quickly appreciate its value.

all in

Post Toasties
are bits of selected white corn, cooked, rolled and toasted to a golden brown.
They present the rich flavor of com in dainty, appetizing form, and when served with cream are
sure to be appreciated.
1

it The Memory Lingers
PorttuD

Cereal Company, Ltd.,

Pun

Food Factorwe, Bald

Creek, Mick,

JkM

slight stickiness results wblb will disappear In a few minutes, but if touchIn
ed or nibbed while sticky the surface
Can
Grow
Cltle
Cvtn Dwellers
will either be defaced or the varnish
Ample Supply of Several Varieties
will come off. Small white marks on
In Window Boxes,
varnished furniture will sometimes
Not everyone has the time or the come off if an ordinary rubber lnl
pace (or a kitchen garden, but bo eraser is used.
one need be without tbe savory herbe
which are sometimes hard to find In
Potato Yeast Cake.
the market and which add so much
Four medium sized potatoes peeled,
a col
writer la Armour's Farm Almanac, foiled, mashed or put through
Even people who live in cities can lander; lour laoiespoons wun
flour. Four
have a few window boxes, which will one of ginger, two cups
wa'er. Aft-anone
this
over
boiling
pint
cress
produce as much parsley and
In
cakes;
two
cools
r
yeast
it
put
chives as they will want to use,
one
and which are just as pretty as many before putting away add Have used
alt. Bottle tightly.
plants. The possessor of
re- never lack for early thia recipe for years with good
a hark vard
suits.
Vegetables, such as lettuce, beets and
onions; and as for the farmer's wife,
there is no excuse at all for her not
Stuffed Apples.
having a complete assortment of the
Take some good cooking apples,
lighter vegetables.
pare and core them and stuff with the
Fennel, rue, balsam, mint and lav- following filling: One cup of sugar,
ender grow by the roadside, where half a cup of butter, one teaspoon of
knowing ones may find them, but curry powder, one tablespoon vinegar,
the savory vegetables of the garden, mix
all together. All apples and bake
which give so much flavor to cook- till done.
ing, are little known. Sorrel grows
wild, but is better when cultivated,
Graham Bread.
and is the foundation for one of the
finest fish sauces In the world, which
One quart of buttermilk, one cup of
Is made by bruising the young leaves, molasses, four cups graham flour,
and pouring over them oil and vine- three cups white flour, one large teagar in equal parts. It is also exce- spoon of soda and a little salt. Bake
llent In a soup, which Is so delicate ;n a moderate oven.
that Invalids and children relish it,
specially. To make, wash and boll
FEMININE PREROGATIVE
the leaves for fifteen minutes In water in which potatoes, cauliflower or
asparagus has been cooked; then
throw in a handful of rice, boll ten
minutes more, add a general lump of
butter, pepper and salt, and serve
piping hot.
Tarragon Is a plant which is even
less known than sorrel, but which deserves to be treated with great respect, for it Is the flavor, pan excellence, for all pickles, salads ahd
The plant is a perennial,
which springs up every year, like rhubarb. The pungent little chive, an
infinitesimal onion, la also more or
less of a stranger to us, which is a
l)ity, for It Is the most delicate In
flavor of the onion family, and Is
often relished by people who cannot
at. its lustier relatives.
The leek, too, is delicious, either as
a relish, when very young, or fried,
as a garnish lor meats, or sliced with
Ethel I think it Is Myrtle's place to
cucumbers and tomatoes.
propose to Harold.
Helen Why?
Ethel She knows whether she can
ALARM FOR THE DRIP PAN
support him or not.

NEED

NOT BE WTTHUUT HERBS

VEOA8

GRAFT! GRAFT

DAILY

OrT.'C, MONDAY. FEBRUARY

GRAFT!

e

Pn

Handy Contrivance to Remind House
keeper When to Empty the Refrigerator Pan.

POOR

FELLOW

Being annoyed by the overflowing
of the refrigerator drip pan, I
the email device shown in the
illustration to the refrigerator to remind me to empty the pan before it
A cork float and a
would overflow.
common spool with wires Bet Into It
at right angles comprise the outfit.
The whole device was fastened with

..r,.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Stylish and

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

RETAIL PRICES
tf
l,OW

lb, or Mora, Each Delivery
Ik, to 2,000 Ite, Eaeh Delivery

lbs to LOOS lbs stash Delivery
Each Delivery
lb, to 20 lb
Lea Than 50 lbs Each Delivery
SOS

M

CHAPMAN

The Congressman What do you
think of the Idea of electing senators
by direct vote?
The Senator It would save us
money, but It would put a crimp in the
legislative business

COLUMN
1 IMS

'ATE

FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Albuquerque, N. M.
itlmat six ordinary words to a
isi pub. Feb. 12. last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
In. No ad to occupy leas space than
two lines. AM advertisements charg
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it d will be booked st space actually
may concern that the following de- ist. without regard to number of
scribed estray animal was taken up by words Cash In sdvance preferred.
E D. Monsimer, Isldor, N. M., January
.50,

1912.

One sorrel male horse. 12
vears old. 8r0 to 9n lbs., 14V4 hands
Branded
To-wl- t:

EARTHQUAKES

On left shoulder

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
'"oc' Number. Main t
Roard. unless claimed by owner on or
before March 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold WANTED
Experienced giri for gen
by this Board for the benefit of the
eral housework. 520 Washington.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1012
For Rent Four furnished
rooms
with bath and toilet for light house
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It keeping. Upstairs. Apply at Optic.
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
lohn S. A. Martin. Socorro, N. M., Feb.
921 Lincoln avenue.

Wanted

for

Rent

AND

LODGE

OBTAINABLE

HANDLED

ALWAYS

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

NO. 2, A. F.

B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of
Regular
month at O. R. C. hall.
munication first and
Visithu
brothers are cordially invited. Ge
third Thursday In each
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D. W.
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.
Condon, Secretary.
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R.
Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
NO. 804. -- Meets second and fourth
LA 8 VEGA8 COMMANDER Y, NO. 2.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pi ones
building.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR RegVisiting members are cor
dially invited V R. Tipton, G. K.
ular conclave second TuesE. P. Mackrl, R S.
day In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD,
Boucher, 8. C; Chas. Tammo. Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In Che forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the Worii
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at & p. m. C. Clay
convoca
ARCH MASONS
Regular
VisitConsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
tion first Monday in each
welare
ing
neighbors
especially
Temmonth at Masonic
come and cordially invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H- - P.; P. A.
DENTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.

A.

M.

0)

,

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

RANSFORD

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoai
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

&

EL
1.
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
Attorneys
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIA8 Meets Las Vegas,

every Monday evening In Oaatle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

HUNKER

Chester

at

A.

Hunker

Law.
New Mexlee.

PHYSICIANS

The Joker This earth is becoming 5, 1912.
t:
One bay mare, 12 years
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
very unhealthy.
Chas. E. Liebsoh-nleThe Serious One What makes you old, 600 lbs.
and Surgeon
Chancellor I treatPhysician
think that?
Branded
kinds
of diseases, but
all
Commander. Harry
run nAutnnuit Plymouth Rock
The Joker Look at the eruptions
On left hip
make a specialty oi' eye, ear, nose dns
that have broken out all over her face
of
100.
baby chicks, $12 per
Martin, Keeper
Orders
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev
lately.
Said animal being unknown to thi3
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Kan.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ens, Humboldt,
Vegas 342.
A FINE IDEA
before March 5, 1912, said date being
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
10 days after last appearance of this FOR SALE
Edison phonograph. 75 FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
advertisement, said estray will be sold
records, recorder, $vj. Good as new
102 Meets every Monday night at
cast $125. 212 Ninth street. East
by this Board for the benefit of the
O. R C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
owner when found.
Las Vegas.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CAM
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
4
FOR
A
SALE
H.
P.
M.
In
N.
Albuquerque,
motorcycle.
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
quire A., Optic.
vs.
EA8T BOUND
'uur hp vmm
Arrive
Depart
Estray Advertisement
No. 2. .. 9:10 p. m
9:15 p. m
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
No. 4. ...11:06 p m
11:10 p. m.
I. O. of B
B. Meets
may concern that the following de FOUND Bunch of
every first No. 8. . . 1:16 a. m
1:25 a. m.
Ros
Saul
keys,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 10. . . 1:45
2:10 p. m.
enthal. Chas. llfeld. Co.
p. m
rooms of Temple Moatefiore at 8
Francisco B. Chavez, Quernado, N. M.,
Jan. 25, 1912.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WEST BOUND
One dark bay horse, about
Invited
Isaac Appel, No.
cordl:.Uy
.1:20
p. m.
l.
4 feet 11 Inches high.
President : Charles areeoclar, Bc No, S.
. 6 : lit a
a : 1 c p. m.
m.
LOST Oold bar pin at opera house,
retnry.
Branded
7
m
4:50 p. m
No.
4:40
p.
Friday evening. Return to Optic
On right hip
9
m
7:00
No.
6:35
p.
p. m
office.
Branded
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
On right shoulder
First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
Estray Advertisement
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
Branded
1. M. P. Cunlus
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Robinson Crusoe
Flint, chief of records and collector Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
On left shoulder
should never have called bis man Frinay concern that the following de
of wampum.
Visiting brother al taken down with a sever attack of
day.
.scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
which run into bronchitis. She
v.eloome.
wyas
should
he
have
Noe
What
Wanta
i'hos. J. Owen, Mineral Hill, N. M
On left hip
coughed as though she had consumpcalled him?
tion and could not sleep at night. The
Said animal being unknown to this January 2, 1912.
I. M. P .Cunuis Saturday, and then
first bottle of
Honey and Tar
8
One
about
mare,
years I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO Compound gaveFoley's
he would have had a payday every Board, unless claimed by owner on or
her so much relief
1.
before ATarch 5, 1912, said date being Jld, 700 lbs.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued using it until she
day In the week.
was permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fe- r
Branded
10 days after last appearance of this
their haU on Sixth street. All visitand Red Cross Drug Co.
On left shoulder
THE USUAL FLAT
advertisement, said estray will be sold
ing brethren cordially invited to atby this Board for the benefit of the
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Branded
owner when found.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
On left hip
beyond the reach of medicine. No
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; medicine can do more. O. G. Schae-fe- r
Said animal being unknown to this
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Albuquerque, N. M.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it advertisement, said estray will be sold
may concern that the following de- by this Board for the benefit of the
scribed estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Henry T. Nlms, East Las Vegas, N.
M Dec. 3, 1911.
Albuquerque, N. M,
One femal sorrel horse, 1 1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 191
year old, GOO lbs.. 10 hands.
Branded
Estray Advertisement
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
On right hip
may concern that the following de
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
PHONE MAIN 227
On right shoulder
M. D. Pineda, Arroyo Seco, N. M
Said animal being unknown to this Feb. 3, 1912.
to-wune blue norse, 3 years
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
lbs., 4 feet, 2 inches.
Prospective Tenant There 1b hard- before March 5, 1912, said date being rid, 156
ly room in this room for a bedstead.
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
IBM
Janitor I know; you'll have to advertisement, said estray will be sold
On left shoulder
on
walL
the
paint your furniture
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this
owner when found.
PERTINENT QUESTION
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
before March 5, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque. N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub.'Felb. 22, 1912
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
whom
to
it
Notice is hereby given
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de
Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by 1st
pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
J. H. Buckelew, Estancla, N. M., Feb.
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
7, 1912.
FREE. FREE. FREE.
those
of
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing; is worth most.
Too-wiOne bay horse, 9 or 10
Punch hook to emproidery and
650
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somelbs., 12 hands.
years old,
are necessary for home comBranded
m
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
forts and here is an opportunity you
On right hip
cannot afford to miss in getting free
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Said animal being unknown to this lessons on above items. Royal
y
Others, who read, and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
goods in packages are very popubefore March 5, 1912, said date being lar all over the United States and our
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
10 days after last appearance of this assortment at present is
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
very large.
advertisement, said estray will be sold The D. M. C. chocret cottons, we
sort, and musical instruments.
Mrs. Henpex Oh, Job, did I tell you
this Board for the benefit of the carry In hanks and balls In white an.
by
Mr. Stlllman is going to marry my owner when found.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
colors; Richardson Grecian floss we
buyers, of all
Bister Maria?
of things, they have come to be the finders of the
CATTLE
SANITARY
sorts
are
same.
BOARD,
for
possible
or
headquarters
No.
your
Have
Anything
you
Henpex
new in needlework and art gooas, you
Albuquerque, N. M.
best markets!
sister told Stlllman yet?
1st pub. Feb. 12. last pub. Feb. 22, 1912 will find at the 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store.

For Sale

To-wl-

r,

Lost

To-wi- t:

Crystal Ice
Pure Ice

ANT Ads

Are Best
Market Finders

cho-cheti-

per 10 lbs.
Me per 1M lbs.
30c per 1M lbs.
40c per 100 lb.
St per 100 lbs.
20

Harvesters, Stnrers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegras
imous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

o

To-wi- t:

t:

AGUA PURA COMPANY
"

CAft

AND

'JMDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

WANT

To-wl-

screws to the under side of the reCoroner Was the victim conscious
frigerator. When the float has risen
to the top, an electric circuit la when you reached him?
O'Brien Yla, sor, he worr. But
formed, which rings a hell. The
us. I don't believe he knew uL
wires can be lengthened and bent to
suit the size and depth of the pan
used. Frank W. Preston In Popular
Made Horseshoe for Royalty.
Mechanics.
A popular worthy, Robert Kidd of
Klrklnch, Meigle, Scotland, celebrated
Some Uses for Alcohol.
his golden wedding the other day. Mr.
A little alcohol In hot water is exceKidd Is a blacksmith, and at one time
llent for Cleaning smoky lamp chimhe was in the employment of the
neys, and varnish stains on glass, til- Dowager Duchess of Atholl, While
ing and marble will disappear with its he was working on t, horseshoe one
use. Old paint stains, too, will often day the Duchess accompanied by her
yield readily to alcohol when they will late Majesty Queen Victoria, entered
not to turpentine. The white marks the smithy and watched Mr. Kidd at
so often left upon a varnished table his work. He completed the shoe,
after water has been spilled upon it which to his gratification was carried
can be taken out with alcohol. Aft- away by the distinguished visitors. It
er putting the alcohol on th mam tase was hung in the cathedral, where is
-are not" ir-- izua it uni'l it dr'e. A remained for many years till it was
taken to Perth.

603 LINCOLN

THE

-

,

Battery Connections to the Float.

Everything Made at Home.

Optic

HOR-

Found

'y''J

,

T5he

KtSf AIJIUNT

LOBiil

HE

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
'y thU Hoard for the benefit of tbe
wner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,

'

chow-chow-

E stray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
tnay concern that the following
astray animal was taken up by
Henry T. Nlms, East La Vegas, N.
W, Dec S. 1911.
One black female horse, 1
rear old, 600 lbs., 10 hands.
On left hip
Branded
To-wl-

d

nd

19, 1912.

Sp-cie-
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LAS

out The only Smiths

His

Tune-Savin-

g

Plan
1

rarely read a letter through."
Grampell has said many time. "If it
Is from a girl, I can always
gather
from the first three lines what she is
going to tell me, and I let the Imagination do the rest. This plan works particularly well if the letter is in reply
to an invitation, if i see that the
note is short I know she accepts. If
It is long, I know she can t go and Is
wasting four pages explaining why.
Usually 1 don't care why and think
of all the time I save by not reading
explanations!"
Grampell found his plan excellent
when it came to dealing with Jean-ettTripps. She was an especially
nice girl, hut she possessed a superabundance of language. Jeanette always took BOO words to tell one 20
words of news and when she had paper and pen before her she rioted in
her verbal wealth. It was after she
wrote Grampell six large pages conveying the regretful news that she
was unable to go to the theater that
he inaugurated his plan. Grampell
never did more than tear open the envelopes of Jeannette's notes. If the
writing was of formidable length he
merely threw it into the waste paper
basket and asked himself: "Who'll
I ask now to go with me?"
,

e

Grampell invited Jeanette to join an
opera party recently and when her answer came he knew it was short before he opened It
"Good!" he murmured, pulling out
the sheet He lingered over throwing
It away, because for some reason of
late Jeanette had grown to interest
him a good deal. But Grampell hates
to break a habit. There were about six
lines on the front page and he tossed
the missive away cheerfully.
It was eight o'clock when Grampell
In full regalia drew up at Jeanette's
house and mounted the steps. The maid
delivered her message as soon as she
opened the door. "Miss Tripps," she
recited, "said when you came you
were to go to Mrs. Smith's If you
please."
"Oh,H said Grampell blankly. Then
b
daoided that she must be dining

s
who gave
were the Algernon Smiths, and
they lived 20 blocks away.
their
Three policemen strained
voices shouting after Grampell's taxi
as he shot through the streets. He
was host at the opera party and would
be late as it was. Dashing up the
Smiths, on
steps of the Algernon
whom he had not a calling acquaintance, Grampell was ushered In. From
the dining room came the click and
hum of a large dinner party. Present-- ,
ly Smith appeared. He was polite, but
decidedly curious. Most evidently he
could not recall having Invited Grampell to dine. Also Miss Tripps was not
there.
It was very awkward. Grampell had
the consciousness that Smith would
tell the servants Immediately on his
departure to watch the upstairs windows and the silver safe. Once outside Grampell wiped his wet brow and
gazed wildly about in 'the cold night.
Where In creation was Jeanette? Finding a drug store he called up her
house. Nobody was at home. The maid
he had talked with was out The other maid didn't know anything about It
Grampell arrived at the theater pale
and melted as to collar and he slunk
down to his block of six seats like a
criminal. The four persons already1
there greeted him with becoming haflt-pu- r
and said: "Sh!" when he agonized-l- y
started to apologize.
Something was happening on the
stage, but Grampell never knew what
was. He was picturing the wrath of
Jeanette watting, hopelessly waiting
lor him at some mythical Smiths',
Waiting and growing to hate him.
Then the curtain fell and the lights
went up.
am-ner-

Directly across the aisle from him,
two rows down, sat Jeanette! Turning
her head she saw him and smiled
sweetly. It was not at all a look of
Indignation. Jeanette's mind seemed
quite at peace. Grampell reached her
side In three strides.
"Where were you?" he inquired,
"Why didn't you wait for me? And
what Smiths were you at"
"What are you talking about?" demanded the young woman. "Didn't you
get my letter? I wrote you that I
had already promised to go to the op
era tonight. The Smiths? That was
a message I left for the superintend-ent of my mission he was to go to
the Smiths for some books we had
collected for the children. Isn't the
music lovely tonight?"
I
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OF WOMEN es: rue men were almost upon nts
ire's, when In desperation he shout-ed- :
"Come round like a gate!" and
.veal states H. vc Passed Laws the situation
was saved.
Them
Hour
'a
Limiting
Sixty
or Less a Week.
Die n't Mean It
During their last session the legislCharles D. Hllles, secretary to the
ates of several states passed new president, tells this on Gus J. Karger,
aws regulating the number of work-'n- g he
Washington newspaper man. Karhours for women. South Carolina ger is a Hebrew, and a wit, so Hilles
passed a law limiting them to 60 per Is safe in circulating this slander. It
week in mercantile houses and the
appears that when the presidential
textile mills, of which there are so party visited the home town
of MaJ.
many in the state.
Archie Butt, tho president's aide, they
In Ohio and Massachusetts a
attended church where Butt as a
bill has been enacted. The Ohio youth, was a worshiper. The
presibill applies to everything excepting dent and Karger sat in a
pew near
hotels and mercantile establishments. the front and when the
stirring
Utah and Missouri have also passed
hymn, "Onward Christian Soldiers!'
r
laws, says Health Culture. was given out, the president as usual,
r
The
law which the legisla- lifted up his voloe In song. The hoys
ture of Illinois enacted in 1909 is en- looked at Karger, and to their astonlarged so as to Include practically ishment noted that he was caroling
every kind of establishment where away cheerfully alongside the
presiwomen are employed.
dent. "But I looked over," says Hilles,
Wisconsin has established a
"and saw that Karger had his hands
week, excepting night work, on the top of the pew In front of him,
which is less'. Minnesota has strengthwith his fingers crossed."
r
ened Its
law by extending the
penalty for violation so as to Include
Garnets for Sandpaper.
manufacturing and mechanical establishments. The states of Washington
Grandpa recollects when the garnet,
a simple and lovely stone, was regardand California have passed eight-hou- r
The law of ed as precious and worn generally in
day laws for women.
Jewelry. GrandWashington applies to the usual mer- beautiful,
cantile and mechanical establish ma's attire was not complete without
ments, restaurants, hotels and laun- the big breastpin, ring or earrings
dries, but the California act applies which her daughters then were glad
also to telegraph, telephone, express to borrow and finally to Inherit Now
tile garnet has become so common and
and transportation offices.
there is none to do it
honor, and It Is ground Into fine powCritical Moment
der for the making of high-clas- s
At the beginning of the Civil war
men who knew little about military
tactics were sometimes temporarily In
Helping tne 'Lumberjacks."
command of small bodies of the troops
marked the beginning of a
Tuesday
which flocked Into Washington, and It
is said that Senator Henry Wilson of new order of things In the dally life
of the Maine woodsman in the great
Massachusetts, afterward
of the United States, was for a northern lumber regions. At 2 o'clock
time assigned to the captaincy of a on the afternoon of that day the new
Christian
association
company of recruits from his native lumbermen's
state. He assisted in drilling them to building at Greenville opened wide Its
the best of his ability, but one after- doors to the 12,000 men annually ennoon, as he marched at their head up tering and leaving the northern forPennsylvania avenue, he met his Wa- ests. On the third floor of this buildterloo.
He had been getting along ing is a hospital, with expert attendvery well and was beginning to feel ants In constant charge, and through
quite proud of the proficiency of his their ministration many an injured
men, when he suddenly realized that lumberman will be saved from death
the coping and fence extending south through careless or Inexperienced
from the treasury building was right handling. That Is the principal misin his forward patch. He could not sion of the organization, and besides
think of the order which would swing the hospital work in the building itself
his command Into Fifteenth street, men will be sent out among the lumand thereby avoid the obstacle. Near- ber camps to teach the great advanter and nearer the company approach ages of skilful first aid. Lewiston
VORKING

HOURS

i

ur

nine-hou-

ten-hou-
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OMAH

AUTOMOBILE

SHOW.

Omaha, Neb., Feb. 19. The seventh
annual exhibition of the Automobile
Show association of Omaha opened In
the Auditorium today with a
list of exhibits, Including
both pleasure and commercial vehicles, supplies and accessories. A
large attendance of out of town visitors is expected during the week.
record-breakin-

1L

g

Altaian $c

CATALOGUE No.
SUMMER
MAILED

SHOE REPAIRING
Shoe repairing is important
and
should be done right
particularly
welt soled shoes which when repaired
should be sewed. Our eelctric driven
Fleming stitcher and Champion finisher equals hand work, leaving the shoe

IS

105a, FOR

Oln.
SPRING

NOW READY AND WILL BE

ON REQUEST.

ORDERS FOR WOMEN'S AND MISSES' TAILOR-MADSUITS AND GOWNS GIVEN ESPECIAL ATTENTION.
E

PLEASE MENTION CATALOGUE No. 105a.

flexible and retaining the shape as
when new, costs less and wears Just
as long. Hedgcock's.

JTffifi

Attrrar. 34tlf and 35th

ftmts.

ten-hou-

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

4!
tl.

CUNNINGHAM,

RANK SPRINGER,!

W

President

' D

T. HOSKINS, CMblcr.

LAS VEOAiS
INTEREST PAID ON TJME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Servings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

m. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins
W

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Pe.id on Deposits

Journal

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater

LAS VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M, M,

PADGETT, Editor,
Sane, Conservative And Well Edited
l

Nrm fork.

55-ho-

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

v

AND

The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

MiSM

X
IAS VEOA8 DAILY OPTIC,

LENT
Begins on Wednesday

February the 21st.

We Have Everything Necessary for

the Proper Observance of the Season.

IKE DAVIS
THE

L.

GROCER

GASH

WE ARE
THE FAMILY

CELLAR

THE CENTRAL PANTRY

g3

SO TO SPEAK

ivj2jS

BidilitHNM

To which a large number of families

TURN AT MEAL TIMES
For their Eatables.
We have

Do Likewise!

just received a new shipment of prepared

Horse Radish, in 15c and 25c Sizes.

J.
tr II'

H

STEARNS

.

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

iiMH

ill in

Try a arum of Old Taylor bourbon
the Opera Bar.

A marriage license was granted late
Saturday afternoon at the court house
For painting ana paperhanging, see to Llllie M. Miller, aged 21, a resident
of Illinois, and Joseph I.. Regensberg,
Davis, 414 Columbia.
Phone Main 357.
aged 24, a resident of Guadajupita.

ai

iWHIW

AT THE STORE OF
QUALITY

19, 1912.

Word received this afternoon from
Owensboro, Ky., regarding the condi
tion of F. H. Pierce, stated that he
appeared to be resting easy and the
doctors hoped for the best.

Waldo Rogers, the young son ot Mr.
ana Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., is recover
ing from a severe attack ot bronchitis
and stomach trouble with which ae
has been ill for several days.

LOCAL NEWS

;

MONDAY. FEBRUARY

HOUSE OF LORDS

Few More Days in Which You Can
Buy One of Those

A

IS

CAUSE OF TROUBLE

Hart Schaffner and Marx

SUITS

Finchs Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse

March 2 Is the date and the court
house of San Miguel county is the COMMONS ACCUSES THE GOVERNMENT OF FAILING TO RECONplace for the drawing of the grand and
STRUCT HIGHER BODY.
The ladies of the West side Altar petit juries which will serve during
court
district
of
term
the
the
April
society will give a social tonight at
London, Feb. 19. A slashing attack
for Mora county. The drawing will
Mackels' hall.
was made on the government in the
be done by Judge Oavid J. Leahy.
house of commons today when a vote
Mr. and Mrs. Jose A. Gallegos are
The lecture next week of Hon. W. to censure was introduced in the
the parents of a baby girl, born yes- J.
and shape of an amendment to the address
Bryan Is to be
terday morning.
Port of the proceeds of in reply to the speech from the throne
tbe lecture will go to the Las Vegas complaining that the government had
Don's forget the lecture of Hon. W
The opportunity will be not fulfilled its pledge to reconstruct
J. Bryan next week, to be given at the Hospital.
to
one of tne world's the bouse of lords.
hear
given
opera house In aid of the Las Vegas orators, and at the same time to conFrederick E. Smith, unionist, who
Hospital.
tribute to a home charity.
represented the official opposition,
said the government had made a "flagOwing to illness of the members
The Fortnightly club will giTe a rant shuffle out of a plain and posithe regular meetings of the Friend
dance tomorrow evening at the ar- - tive promise under duress from tjje
ship club will be postponea until fur mory. As this will be the last dance nationalists."
the notice.
"Two years ago," he said, "the govof the lub until after the lenten seaernment had bamboozled the nation
Ladies' Aid society of the Methodist son it. is expected that the attendance
with the promise of a measure for the
church will meet at the parsonage will be large. Mrs. Ed O'Brien will teconstitution
of the house of lords,
furnish
the
hall
and
music,
taking
afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock.
Wednesday
but
after the election the
immediately
of
the dance for the club.
All members are requested to pe charge
mask was thrown off and the governpresent.
ment took refuge behind the phrase
Tite infani. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan, the Commoner, is expected Sabino Lujan died this morning at "if time permits."
The government "conspiracy" with
to lecture at the opera house, Las Ve- the home of
the parents. The funeral
gas earlv next week, under the aus- will be held tomorrow morining from the nationalists precluded this, time
pices of the ladies of the Las Vegas the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows being found untythe home rule bill
was passed, he said. Sir John A.
Hospital for the benefit of that
with burial in Mt. Calvary cemetery. Simon,
liberal, on behalf of the govThe body was prepared for burial by ernment, denied that the home rule
the Las Vegas Undertaking company. bill was the result of a
conspiracy.
The management
of the new
"The home rule bill," continued Sir
"Browne" motion picture theater has
A dispute in which
many of the John, "was a tardy measure of justice
received complete equipment and the
new show house will ue opened on people of Mora county were interested by means of which the liberal party
was settled in a decree rendered in was about to reconcile the Irish peoSaturday, February iA. Opera chairs
have"Teen set up in the house and tne chambers by Judge David J. Leahy ple with the other Inhabitants of the
new machine, a Powers "6" will be in which Rafael Garcia y Sanchez, United Kingdom."
Manuel Valdez and Apolonio Trujullo
The debate is expected to last two
put up this week. At the opening of
the "Browne"' a special feature picture were ousted as trustees of the Acequia days.
de Isla. Alberto Martinez was ousted
in three reels will be shown.
also as mayor domo. The decree was
Our city will Boon be
for
court several days af Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
the
granted
by
The Ladles' Guild of St. Paul's Mem
ter having heard the statements of on the condition our city presents.
orial Episcopal church, will meat toboth parties to ihe action, which was
It's time to get busy. Remove conmorrow afternoon with Mrs. E. N.
instituted by Jose Fafael Quintana, flagration breeders.
Shaw at her residence on the Plaza.
Jose P. Trujlllo and Jean Vigil, who
CUTLER BROTHERS,
asserted that they had been elected Tel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave.
Brant Hancock died this morning
at the Las Vegas Hospital. Mr. Han as the legal trustees of the acequia.
and Manuel Duran, who claimed that
REUF INDICTMENT PROPPED.
cock came to Las Vegas about two
ihe had been elected major.
The
San Francisco, Feb. 19. Abraham
weeks ago from Champaign, 111., for
court upheld the contention of these Reuf, formerly a political boss, sumhis TTealth. He was 39 years old and
men and declared them the only legal moned from San Quentin prison to
a native of Baltimore, Md. He is
of Hie acequia.
custodians
testify against former aMyor Eugene
Hansurvived by his wife, Mrs. Clara
H. Schmitz, accused of
bribery, was
cock, who is living in Charleston, 111.,
A number of Las Vegas Masons will victorious today In his negotlationi) fpr
at the home of her parents, and by
In attendance at .the Scottish Rite the dismissal of 30 indictments pend
his mother, Mrs. Jane Hancock of Bal- be
reunion in Santa Fe the early part of ing against him as the result of the
timore, Md. Previous to coming to the week. Several members
of .the graft prosecution.
While it is not
Las Vegas Mr. Hancock was braking
made
the dismissal
Reuf
known
left
afternoon
that
local
lodge
yesterday
on the Illinois Central, running out
to be a condition of his testifying, District
the
and
for
City
Capital
today
in
the
been
had
of Champaign. He
on hand at the opening of the cere- Attorney Fickert admitted he had disemploy of several roads, among them monies this
morning. The remainder cussed the matter with Reuf and
the
the Baltimore & Ohio,
Burlington
will journey to the Judge William P. Lawlor, in dismissof
the
delegation
and the Wabash. The body is being
tomorrow
Ancient
morning on ing the indictments, and said h
City
Undertakcared for by the Las Vegas
of
tne Masons so "that the ends or justice migh.
Several
Limited.
the
ing company, and will be neld await- will take the Scottish Rite
degrees be furthered."
its
ing word from relatives regarding
and members of the rite will go to
"Eighty indictments are pending
disposal.
the Capital City to take part in the against Reuf in Judge Dunne's court.
conferring of the degrees on the class Attorneys for Reuf said today they
of this reunion. This reunion is the also would move the dismissal ot
eighth of the order in New Mexico these.
and elaborate plans for (the
IN NEW YORK CITY
have been made by the Santa
Fe Scottish Rite Masons. The reunion
Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, at
will last until Wednesday evening. Broadway and Fifty-fourtstreet
The Rite now numbers about 400 and near Central Park, an idea location
is rapidly growing In the new state. In tbe retail shopping and theatet
A large class is expected to be present district, with the subway,
elevated
on the occasion of this reunion to re and surface ears at hand. A handceive degrees from the fourth to the some, modern, beautifully furnished
Until you have TELEPthirty-seconThe Ias Vegas Masons hotel with one of the best reslau
HONED or DROPPED us who will be present at the
reunion are rants in the city, but moderate it
a POSTAL to get your FAas follows: George H. Kinkel, R. J. prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pet
MILY WASHING.
Taupert, J. Frederick Anton, B. F. day up. Send for booklet Harry F
Anderson. J. Rutledge, J. F. Carey, J. Stimson, manager.
REASONS WHY.
D. Hess, T. J. Ogden, W. P. Southard.
F. L. Myers and George H. Hunker.
You actually save money
jceret-monie-

At

13.50
...REMEMBER....
k

Any Suit in the House at This Price.
?

Mi

HEINZ' PRESERVES

STONE JARS

'

MR. MERCHANT

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.
W- -

mm

duncan
ffW
WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 21st.

WILLIAM
JENNINGS

s

WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OF EATABLES.
--

rr-

Las Vegas Steam

41
THE

M

Laundry
HAYWARD CO.

STORE.

A FIREMAN IS KILLED
Feb. 19. John
St. Paul, Minn.,
Thorn, lieutenant "Of the fire department, was killed and Miles McDon-ough- ,
pipe man, probably fatally injured, in a fire that destroyed the

Christian church on Tuesday at 2:o0
o'clock p. m. All Christian people
are urgently invited to be present.

Probate Judge Adelaldo Tafoya, who
has been ill for some time with an atGrand opera house here early today. tack of grip and threatened pneuLoss $100,000.
monia, was able to be at the court
house today and hold a short session
I he
W '. T. U. will meet at the of the probate court.

Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

STOLEN

MONEY

FOUND

Vancouver, B. C, Feb. 19. Three
Chinese boys discovered a canvas
sack containing $4,190 in gold and
bills of the Bank of Montreal, while
searching for a lost ball in the underbrush of New Westminster park last
week. The money was concealed and
nothing was said to the police until
one boy spoke of the find to his employer. Bills in circulation in Chinatown were recovered by the band and
the remainder of the money hidden
by the bpys was found and identified by a Bank of Montreal accountant as part of the loot taken in the
robbery of September 15 last.

Ask About

OUR SPECIAL

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

BRYAN

THIS PAPER

Your washing looks better.
Less wear on your clothes.
You're rid a half day hot fire.
You're saved a painful backache.
No one can do it better.

"

tX.'--i

M. GREENBERGER

DON'T DROP

Just Received

I:"

WILL

LECTURE

FOR THE BENEFIT OF

THE LAS VEGAS HOSPITAL
50cts.

Admission
COMMENCING AT 8:15

TICKETS AT MURPHEY'S

ASSORTMENT
Jefferson Raynolds President
E. D. Raynolds Vice

SALES
We can Save you

Stephen

B.

President

Davis Vice President

Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier
fl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

at Least

20 Per Cent

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

IN

PERRY

ONION

&

SON

GROCERIES
AT- -

FOR

Seeds

BOUCHER 'S

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,F$100,000 Surplus, and Undividbd Pkofits $35,000
bank adopts every desirable method of modern
While this
it never loses sight of that essential qualityi Absolute

Interest Paid cn

Safety

Time Deposits

